Introduction {#s1}
============

One of the major research areas of neurobiology is long-term learning (i.e., plasticity) of synapses in neural tissue (Koch, [@B33]; Lisman and Spruston, [@B37]; Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]; Morrison et al., [@B45]). Synapses are the contact points between neurons, where information from the sending neuron arrives at the so-called presynaptic side and is transmitted via the synapse as a postsynaptic current (PSC) pulse to the receiving neuron. The concept of plasticity is used to describe the phenomenon that certain types of pre- and postsynaptic stimuli can have long-lasting effects on the efficacy of this transmission (Bienenstock et al., [@B13]; Dudek and Bear, [@B20]; Morrison et al., [@B45]), i.e., the size of the PSC, ranging from days up to a year. These phenomena are called long-term depression (LTD) for diminished synaptic responses and long-term potentiation (LTP) for enhanced responses. Depending on the induction protocol, spike rates (Dudek and Bear, [@B20]; Mayford et al., [@B41]; Wang and Wagner, [@B67]; Abraham et al., [@B4]) or different spike patterns (Markram et al., [@B39]; Bi and Poo, [@B12]; Sjöström et al., [@B58]; Froemke and Dan, [@B23]) have been found to elicit changes in synaptic weight. Various models have tried to incorporate the principal experimental findings, e.g., in implementations of the classical rate-based Bienenstock--Cooper--Munroe (BCM) rule (Bienenstock et al., [@B13]; Shouval et al., [@B56]; Kurashige and Sakai, [@B34]) or the newer spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) rule (Badoual et al., [@B8]; Morrison et al., [@B45]). Since both rules describe phenomena which have been shown to coexist at the same synapse, several models try to achieve a synthesis of both rules (Senn, [@B53]; Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]; Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]; Benuskova and Abraham, [@B11]).

However, these models usually represent only a statistical average of synaptic responses, as the relevant experiments exhibit a large spread in experimental data (Dudek and Bear, [@B20]; Bi and Poo, [@B12]; Froemke and Dan, [@B23]). This statistical spread may be explained by the fact that relevant local plasticity variables are only unreliably influenced by action potentials (Lisman and Spruston, [@B37]). Consequently, some experiments seem to indicate that LTP and LTD can be more reliably induced qualitatively as well as quantitatively (i.e., with less variability in the direction and amount of weight change) if local variables are directly influenced, e.g., by evoking dendritic spikes (Holthoff et al., [@B28]) or by setting the membrane potential artificially (Artola et al., [@B7]; Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]; Sjöström et al., [@B58]). Thus, we hypothesize that the governing variables of plasticity are based on the local environment of the synapse such as the local depolarization or Ca^2+^ levels (Aihara et al., [@B5]).

Motivated by these findings, several models have tried to incorporate a dependence of plasticity on the Ca^2+^ concentration or the membrane potential. However, most of the Ca^2+^ based models, while able to reproduce BCM-type plasticity, result in unrealistic STDP curves (Shouval et al., [@B56]; Kurashige and Sakai, [@B34]; Shah et al., [@B55]). In addition, the reproduction of higher-order spike interaction effects such as spike triplets (Froemke and Dan, [@B23]) are either not attempted by the authors or produce results only partially consistent with experimental data (Shah et al., [@B55]). As well, due to their biophysical motivation, these models tend to be very complex and thus computationally expensive and difficult to analyze mathematically.

Models incorporating the membrane potential have mostly been influenced by computational aspects (Saudargiene et al., [@B50]; Toyoizumi et al., [@B64]; Pfister et al., [@B49]; Baras and Meir, [@B9]). Pfister et al. ([@B49]) and Saudargiene et al. ([@B50]) have tried to link the learning capability of a neuron to its inherent temporal dynamics and to its structure. STDP-type plasticity is derived for both models, while BCM behavior is not explicitly shown. In the context of reward based learning (Baras and Meir, [@B9]) and optimal information transmission (Toyoizumi et al., [@B64]), two further authors show BCM-like behavior based on the timing of pre- and postsynaptic spikes and the membrane potential, but their actual weight change curve in STDP terms is unclear. In general, as the above authors were mainly interested in computational aspects, there was no effort to show the generalization capability of their models by explicitly reproducing experimental protocols. As in the case of the Ca^2+^ based plasticity, the model description is on average very complex, with multiple different time traces/equations interacting with each other. One notable exception is the model described in Clopath et al. ([@B15], [@B17]), where an STDP rule is extended by voltage thresholds and a dependence on the membrane potential to reproduce several experimental findings in the areas of rate-, pulse-, and voltage-based plasticity.

As can be seen from the above, there are various models which can reproduce/explain individual facets of the experimental data, and also some more general models linking two of the three major groups of plasticity phenomena (i.e., voltage, rate, spike timing), but there is only a very limited number of efforts which would link all three.

In the following, we will fully develop a model introduced in an earlier paper (Partzsch et al., [@B47]) which tries to achieve such a synthesis. In contrast to the extended STDP of Clopath et al. ([@B17]), we start out with the original formulation of the BCM rule, but interpret its state variables for pre- and postsynaptic activity as synaptic current respectively membrane potential and its threshold as membrane resting potential, arriving at a plasticity dependent on local synaptical dynamics, which we call local correlation plasticity (LCP). In Section ["Plasticity Model Review,"](#s2){ref-type="sec"} we list a number of experimental benchmarks, followed by a classification scheme for current plasticity models. Based on this framework, we give an overview of plasticity models (see [Model Comparison](#s8){ref-type="sec"}), which serves as a database against which we can compare our models. In Section ["Local Correlation Plasticity,"](#s4){ref-type="sec"} we introduce the LCP variant of Partzsch et al. ([@B47]), which uses a simple spike response model (SRM) for its postsynaptic dynamics. In Section ["Neuron Dynamics: Leaky Integrate-and-Fire"](#s6){ref-type="sec"} we introduce a leaky integrate-and-fire (LIAF) neuron which augments LCP with more realistic postsynaptic dynamics. Following, we relate the (biophysical) parameters of the SRM neuron to the (phenomenological) parameters from STDP experiments (see [Analysis Results](#s10){ref-type="sec"}). Also, we show the relationship between the sliding threshold of the original BCM and the parameters inherent in our LCP rule. In Section ["Simulation Results,"](#s11){ref-type="sec"} we give simulation results for various kinds of experimental stimulation protocols, subsequently discussing the limits of LCP using the SRM neuron model as evident from the simulations. Section ["LCP with LIAF Neuron"](#s13){ref-type="sec"} shows results on how LCP with the LIAF neuron model resolves the discrepancies of the previous section. Also, the extension enables our model to reproduce several more experimental results. Finally, repercussions and limits of our model as well as further research directions such as the incorporation of a more realistic neuron model are discussed in Section ["Discussion."](#s14){ref-type="sec"}

Materials and Methods
=====================

Plasticity model review {#s2}
-----------------------

### Benchmark experiments {#s3}

In order to enable a qualified comparison of the LCP rule with current state-of-the-art, we have gathered a listing of BCM- and STDP-related biological experiments, describing different facets of LTP and LTD induction. The experiment summary in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} includes the pulse induction protocol necessary for replicating the experiment with a plasticity model, as well as the experimental conditions as derived from the papers or related literature. The experimental conditions are mainly given to judge how similar the setup is for different protocols, i.e., should a plasticity model be able to replicate several experiments using the same parameter set, or is a change in model parameters justified by the change in experimental setup. For example, differences in the age of the experimental animal significantly affect plasticity (Disterhoft and Oh, [@B18]; Lante et al., [@B35]), which justifies using different parameter sets, while differences in preparation (i.e., slice or dissociated) may or may not change neuron behavior (Du and Bradley, [@B19]; Taubenfeld et al., [@B63]).

###### 

**Listing of plasticity experiments, the numbers and keywords assigned in bold font to the single experiments are used for later reference in the text**.

  Short description and reference                                                                               Experimental characteristics                                                                                   Presynaptic protocol                                                                                                                               Postsynaptic protocol
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **(1)** Conventional **STDP** (Bi and Poo, [@B12])                                                            Glutamatergic synapses onto cultured disassociated rat hippocampal neurons, embryonic rat                      Sub-threshold EPSC evoked via a 100 mV 1 ms depolarization step at 1 Hz, 60 repetitions                                                            AP evoked by current pulse 2 nA 2 ms, same timing protocol as presyn., Δ*t* to presyn. spikes: sweep −90...+90 ms
  **(2) Frequency-dependent STDP**, Figure 8A of Sjöström et al. ([@B58])                                       Slices of visual cortex, synapses in apical dendrites in thick tufted L5 neurons 12--21 day Long-Evans rats    Extracellular stimulation, 50 single pairings at 0.1 Hz repetition, pairings at 10, 20, 40, 50 Hz: in groups of 5, with 15 repetitions at 0.1 Hz   Single AP by 0.8--1.5 nA 5 ms current injection, Δ*t* to presyn. spikes: ±10 ms
  **(3) Triplet** pulse patterns (Froemke and Dan, [@B23])                                                      Slices of visual cortex, glutamatergic synapses onto L2/3 pyramidal neurons, 2--5 week Sprague-Dawley rats     60--80 triplets at 0.2 Hz, 5--150 μA 0.1--1 ms single pulse extracellular stimulation                                                              AP evoked by 1 nA 2--3 ms postsyn. current injection, triplets with one or two presyn pulses, Δ*t\'s* of triplet spikes wrt each other: sweep −100...+100 ms
  **(4) Quadruplet** pulse patterns (Wang et al., [@B68])                                                       Glutamatergic monosynaptic connections between cultured disassociated rat hippocampal neurons, embryonic rat   60 spike patterns at 1 Hz, Δ*t* in measurements: the interval between the two innermost spikes of the quadruplet (either pre or post) plus 5 ms    Pairs of postsynaptic spikes centered around presyn. spikes in pre-post-post-pre and post-pre-pre-post order, 5 ms time difference in each pre-post and post-pre pair
  **(5)** Presynaptic **burst** patterns, Figure 4 of Froemke et al. ([@B24])                                   Slices of visual cortex L2/3 pyramidal cells, 10--35 day Sprague-Dawley rats                                   5--150 μA 0.1--1 ms extracellular stimulation, 2--5 EPSPs at 100 Hz, 30--40 repetitions at 0.2 Hz                                                  0.5--2.5 nA, 1.5--5 ms current injection, single AP Δ*t* ≤ 6 ms before/after presyn. burst
  **(6) Standard rate** (Dudek and Bear, [@B20])                                                                Slices of hippocampal area CA1, Schaffer collateral fibers onto pyramidal cells, adult male albino rats        Presynaptic tetanus, 900 pulses, single repetition, pulse frequencies 1--50 Hz, excited with 10--30 μA, 0.2 ms current injection                   No control/recording of postsynaptic cell activity mentioned, Three assumptions tested: (1) uncorrelated 10 Hz Poisson, (2) postsyn. APs evoked by EPSCs in LIAF neuron with 5% threshold noise, (3) no postsyn. APs, only sub-threshold EPSC influence
  **(7) Correlated rate**, Figure 8D of Sjöström et al. ([@B58])                                                Same as for "STDP and frequency" above                                                                         75 single pairings at 0.14 Hz, pairings at 20, 35, 50 Hz in groups of 5, with 15 repetitions at 0.1 Hz                                             Δ*t* to presyn. spikes as uniform distribution in the interval \[−10...+10 ms\]
  **(8) Voltage control** (Artola et al., [@B7]), additional similar experiments in Ngezahayo et al. ([@B46])   Slices of adult rat visual cortex, L2/3 regular spiking neurons                                                Extracellular stimulation 50 Hz tetanus, five 2 s pulse trains spaced at 10 s intervals, four times EPSC test intensity                            Intracellular current injection to target membrane voltage

Starting point for the above listing is conventional STDP (Bi and Poo, [@B12]), i.e., the plasticity or change in PSC amplitude evoked by several repetitions of single presynaptic-postsynaptic spike pairings (at various positive and negative time differences) at a low repetition frequency. In related experiments, Sjöström et al. ([@B58]) have also tested the frequency dependence of plasticity for pre-post and post-pre pairings. They found an increasing potentiation effect in both cases, leading to a transition from overall depression to potentiation in the post-pre case at approx. 30 Hz (cf. Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) have shown that spike pairings do not sum linearly, for example that spike triplets in post-pre-post order cannot be treated as separate pairings post-pre and pre-post when computing the cumulative weight change. Wang et al. ([@B68]) also carried out triplet experiments, which show somewhat differing behavior. The major difference seems to occur for post-pre-post triplets with low time differences, where Wang et al. ([@B68]) observe postsynaptic facilitation for the second postsynaptic pulse, resulting in amplified LTP, contrary to the postsynaptic depression seen in Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) for the same triplets (cf. circles in the lower right quadrant of Figures [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A,B). This difference between the enhancing and depressing effect for these particular triplets seems to be fundamental, i.e., models which accommodate one effect cannot replicate the other. Thus, we classify a model as compatible with experimental triplet results if it can emulate one of the two results. A further common spiking protocol is the quadruplet protocol, consisting of a post-pre and a pre-post pair with equal time difference Δ*t* that are separated by a short time interval *T*. Wang et al. ([@B68]) have performed a series of such experiments, using Δ*t* = 5 ms. Subsets of the above protocols (conventional STDP, STDP and rate, triplets, and quadruplets) are commonly used in the verification of newly introduced plasticity rules (Froemke and Dan, [@B23]; Senn, [@B53]; Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]; Shah et al., [@B55]).

The experiments in Froemke et al. ([@B24]) examine plasticity with respect to bursts and individual spike timing. The experiment documented in Figure 2 of Froemke et al. ([@B24]) uses short bursts of 5 spikes at different burst frequencies and individual pre-post-spike timing of 6 ms. This is very similar to the experiment in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A in Sjöström et al. ([@B58]), (frequency-dependent STDP), so we did not include this experiment in our table. We also did not include the experiment of Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} in Froemke et al. ([@B24]), since weight saturation or dependence on initial weight is a very active topic and few assured facts exist (Kepecs et al., [@B32]; Standage and Trappenberg, [@B61]; Zou and Destexhe, [@B71]). We did include the post-pre-burst and pre-burst-post pairing protocol of Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} in Froemke et al. ([@B24]) as a testcase, since this protocol can very likely not be replicated even with models that take triplet effects into account (Froemke et al., [@B24]). Figures 6A,B of Froemke et al. ([@B24]) show that there is no significant difference between conventional post-pre-post triplets and post-burst-pre-post, i.e., triplet models should be able to express this behavior, therefore we also did not include this protocol. The crossover from LTD to LTP for the post-pre-post-burst stimulation protocol of Figures 6C,D, although not replicated by the model of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]), can be reproduced by conventional nearest-neighbor STDP and also by LCP with SRM (see Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Since this protocol seems not to represent a major challenge to plasticity models, we also did not include it.

The behavior of synapses with respect to pulse rates is usually characterized by the BCM formulation (Bienenstock et al., [@B13]). That is, a low postsynaptic rate produces LTD, with an increase in frequency corresponding to a gradual reduction of LTD. Above a certain threshold, LTP is produced, which increases with postsynaptic rate. The presynaptic rate scales this behavior. The postsynaptic frequency threshold separating LTD and LTP is variable, i.e., it changes its value dependent on past activity at the synapse (Wang and Wagner, [@B67]).

A synthetic version of a rate protocol is usually employed for confirming compatibility with the BCM paradigm (Senn, [@B53]; Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]; Toyoizumi et al., [@B64]; Baras and Meir, [@B9]), neglecting a detailed replication of experimental BCM-type results, although some authors employ more realistic stimulation protocols for their models (Shouval et al., [@B56]; Benuskova and Abraham, [@B11]). In contrast to that, two experimental rate protocols are included in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} to ensure accuracy of the LCP rule with respect to actual experiments. The first pulse rate experiment uses a presynaptically applied high frequency tetanus, while the postsynaptic side seems not to have been controlled (Dudek and Bear, [@B20]). Since there is no data about the postsynaptic side, we use three different settings to cover a wide range of possible postsynaptic activity: the first assumption is that of a silent, non-spiking slice preparation, i.e., neither the presynaptic tetanus nor background activity does result in firing of the neuron, the membrane potential is only depolarized in the sub-threshold regime due to the presynaptic currents. The second setting assumes that the firing of the neuron is completely driven by unspecific background activity, modeled by a 10 Hz Poisson process. In contrast, the third setting neglects the background activity and assumes that the presynaptic tetanus drives the postsynaptic firing, modeled by an LIAF neuron with threshold noise (Gerstner and Kistler, [@B26]), which is described in detail in Section ["Neuron Dynamics: Leaky Integrate-and-Fire."](#s6){ref-type="sec"} This assumption results in strongly correlated pre- and postsynaptic firing, similar to the postsynaptic reconstructions of Beggs ([@B10]) and Standage et al. ([@B60]). The first and third assumptions are also very similar to the postsynaptic reconstruction of experiment (6) carried out in Shouval et al. ([@B56]) (see also the supplementary material of Shouval et al., [@B56]).

In an alternative approach to classical tetanus rate protocols, Sjöström et al. ([@B58]) use pre-post-spike pairings with random time difference and vary the pairing frequency. They draw the time differences from a uniform distribution with mean 0 and extension ± 10 ms (For details, see also Mayr et al., [@B43]) and apply 15 bursts consisting of 5 pairings for each frequency. While the frequency-dependent STDP experiments of Sjöström et al. ([@B58]) have received a lot of attention, this experiment has been largely overlooked, despite the fact that it exhibits BCM behavior even for a rate-independent distribution of post- versus presynaptic spikes. This is in contrast to the usual assumption of frequency-varying pre- and postsynaptic Poisson spike trains (Senn, [@B53]; Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]; Appleby and Elliot, [@B6]; Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]; Lu et al., [@B38]), with probability distribution of the time difference between pre- and post-synaptic spike dependent on rate. Thus, the influential BCM-STDP modification of Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]) as well as other models (Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]) which require this change in pre-post probability distribution to exhibit BCM behavior, are not able to reproduce this experiment (Standage and Trappenberg, [@B61]; Mayr et al., [@B43]). For STDP, this failure can be easily explained, as it is due to the fact that the Sjoestroem rate protocol "samples" the conventional STDP curves always at the same short time distance from the origin, where LTP dominates for experimentally derived parameter sets (Froemke and Dan, [@B23]), thus never exhibiting LTD behavior (see Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A).

Experiments featuring voltage-controlled plasticity (Artola et al., [@B7]; Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]; Sjöström et al., [@B58]) seem to provide a direct way to synaptical plasticity, but have so far only been used in very few papers (Sjöström et al., [@B58]; Abarbanel et al., [@B1]; Clopath et al., [@B17]), mainly because most models do not include a mechanism for direct voltage control of plasticity (see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

### Model classification

Plasticity models can be classified according to their motivation as computational, biophysical and phenomenological (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Computational models try to replicate some information processing task attributed to neural networks, they usually make no or little *a priori* assumptions about their plasticity rule, but instead try to implicitly develop a form of plasticity optimized for a given task (Toyoizumi et al., [@B64]; Pfister et al., [@B49]; Baras and Meir, [@B9]). Biophysical models, in contrast, include a variety of detailed neural molecular and ion channel dynamics, deducing from those dynamics the form of plasticity most likely carried out at the particular synapse (Senn, [@B53]; Shouval et al., [@B56]; Shah et al., [@B55]). Phenomenological models try to qualitatively and quantitatively replicate experimental findings. For example, the triplet model of Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]) is validated with respect to experiments (2)--(4) of Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. There is no sharp division between the above categories, i.e., a computational model can incorporate biophysical aspects, e.g., the computational derivation could result in an optimal plasticity form dependent on the PSC dynamics, ion channel characteristics or the membrane time constant (Saudargiene et al., [@B50]; Pfister et al., [@B49]). Of course, there is also no sharp division between phenomenological and biophysical models, e.g., the plasticity model of Froemke et al. ([@B24]) incorporates a form of short term synaptic plasticity simply to fit experimental data, which however is very similar to a biophysical model for synaptical neurotransmitter release by Markram et al. ([@B40]), Mayr et al. ([@B44]). Phenomenological models are also often investigated with respect to their computational properties (Abbott and Nelson, [@B2]; Zou and Destexhe, [@B71]). Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} takes this into account by providing not only classification with respect to a single motivation, but also to the continuum in between, e.g., a classification of 1 → 3 denotes a model with a mainly computational motivation, but also some biophysical aspects.

![**Common motivations for plasticity models**. The numbers denote affiliation of a model with respect to the three basic motivations, i.e., a model classified as 2 → 1 would be mostly phenomenologically based, but with some computational features. This classification is employed for the taxonomy of the models in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.](fnsyn-02-00033-g001){#F1}

Plasticity models can also be classified with respect to the mechanisms incorporated in them. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} contains a systematization of the mechanisms postulated in long-term plasticity. To enable a classification of the three types of model groups described earlier, some generalization is obviously needed, since usually only the biophysical models provide explicit statements about the underlying mechanisms, while other models state their mechanisms only implicitly and may also assume mechanisms inconsistent with biological evidence. Thus, this mechanism listing is neither comprehensive nor biophysically accurate. It simply resembles the most common denominator of effects found in various plasticity models, enabling a taxonomy of the whole model range expressed in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} in Section ["Model Comparison."](#s8){ref-type="sec"}

![**Overview of mechanisms commonly included in plasticity models**. The numbers are used in the taxonomy of the models in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. A standard STDP (Song et al., [@B59]; Froemke et al., [@B24]) that computes the change in plasticity directly from the relative timing of pre- and postsynaptic spikes would be denoted by (1, 4). Some kind of presynaptic influence on the postsynaptic side (e.g., if a PSC raises the postsynaptic potential) is denoted by 9, a metaplastic sliding threshold by 10, etc.](fnsyn-02-00033-g002){#F2}

On the presynaptic side, the most common mechanism included in models is a simple "time of event" of the presynaptic spike arriving at the synapse, denoted as "presynaptic action potential" in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The next level of detail in presynaptic mechanisms of plasticity may be the explicit modeling of an EPSC or some derivation of it, with the waveform of the EPSC having influence on the shape of the plasticity function (Abarbanel et al., [@B1]; Shouval et al., [@B56]; Saudargiene et al., [@B50]). Another commonly included mechanism is presynaptic adaptation, i.e., some form of short term plasticity which governs how presynaptic spikes occurring in close temporal proximity to each other interact in their respective plastic influence on the synapse (Sjöström et al., [@B58]; Froemke et al., [@B24]; Shah et al., [@B55]; Lu et al., [@B38]; Zou and Destexhe, [@B71]).

On the postsynaptic side, the counterpart to the presynaptic spike arrival would be the backpropagating action potential (bAP), which according to most common STDP models signals the timing of an action potential at the soma back to the synapse. Thus, the complete classification of a simple STDP model (Song et al., [@B59]) would be "1, 4" which symbolizes the "relative-time-of-event" nature of STDP, i.e., the weight change is only driven by the pre- and postsynaptic timing difference. Complimentary to plasticity driven by the shape of the EPSC, there are also models which incorporate the exact shape of the bAP or the postsynaptic membrane characteristics (e.g., refractoriness) in computing their plasticity (Abarbanel et al., [@B1]; Shouval et al., [@B56]; Saudargiene et al., [@B50]; Badoual et al., [@B8]; Pfister et al., [@B49]; Shah et al., [@B55]). A model classified with non-spike depolarization would mean there is an explicit voltage driven mechanism on the postsynaptic side, i.e., the membrane voltage is not just assumed to convey the timing or shape of a bAP, but can in itself be altered (hyper- or depolarized with respect to the resting potential) to affect plasticity (Abarbanel et al., [@B1]; Clopath et al., [@B17]). Postsynaptic adaptation is also part of some models, mostly based on the decreased excitability of a neuron immediately after its action potential (Badoual et al., [@B8]; Froemke et al., [@B24]; Shah et al., [@B55]). However, there are also models which assume increased excitability (Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]). Partially or wholly Ca^2+^-based models, such as (Shouval et al., [@B56]; Kurashige and Sakai, [@B34]; Shah et al., [@B55]) would be denoted by "Calcium" in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

Metaplasticity can occur at various different organizational levels from synapse to network and express itself in various parameters of the involved neurons (Abraham, [@B3]). However, all models reviewed in this paper which touch on the subject of metaplasticity do so only in terms of the sliding threshold property separating LTD and LTP on a postsynaptic frequency scale, as introduced in the original BCM formulation (Bienenstock et al., [@B13]). Three major possible mechanisms for this sliding threshold can be discerned, i.e., direct influence on the plasticity parameters (Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]; Benuskova and Abraham, [@B11]), a sliding adjustment of one of the postsynaptic state variables (Abarbanel et al., [@B1]), or a frequency threshold as a function of the mean Ca^2+^ elevation (Kurashige and Sakai, [@B34]). For Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, we classify a model as "10," i.e., containing a sliding threshold, if this model either just derives a sliding threshold based on its original parameters (Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]) or if it in addition contains an explicit mechanism adjusting this sliding threshold (Benuskova and Abraham, [@B11]).

Local correlation plasticity and corresponding pre- and postsynaptic dynamics
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Local correlation plasticity {#s4}

A variety of experiments have shown the marked influence of membrane voltage on synaptic plasticity (Artola et al., [@B7]; Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]; Sjöström et al., [@B58]). On the other hand, spike timings as used in STDP protocols (Bi and Poo, [@B12]; Froemke and Dan, [@B23]) have to be detected locally by a synapse to trigger changes in its transmission properties. For this detection mechanism at the postsynaptic site, the membrane potential is a readily available candidate variable. One could assume that the membrane potential becomes progressively higher close to an postsynaptic AP, whereas after an AP it rises out of its hyperpolarization with an exponential curve (Koch, [@B33]). Thus, a read-out of the postsynaptic membrane potential at presynaptic spikes would lead to an STDP-like rule in this case (Brader et al., [@B14]).

Plasticity being bound to the co-occurrence of presynaptic and postsynaptic activity is also reminiscent of the BCM rule (Bienenstock et al., [@B13]), a well-established, rate-based learning paradigm with great experimental evidence (Dudek and Bear, [@B20]; Mayford et al., [@B41]; Wang and Wagner, [@B67]). In this rule, a presynaptic activity variable *d*(*t*) is multiplied with a shifted postsynaptic activity variable *c*(*t*) to define the change of synapse weight *m*:
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where Θ*~M~* is an activity threshold and ɸ(.) represents a continuous non-linear function that changes sign at zero. The above formulation is somewhat reminiscent of the weight derivation in Abarbanel et al. ([@B1]), where a product of pre- and postsynaptic activity results in the overall weight change. However, apart from the differing expression for pre- and postsynaptic activity, the model of Abarbanel et al. ([@B1]) derives its weight as a competition between both activities, whereas the above equation simply describes the combined actions of both pre- and postsynaptic state variables.

From our point of view, the postsynaptic activity *c*(*t*) is the membrane potential and the threshold Θ*~M~* is a voltage threshold. This recasting is partially inspired by earlier work of our research group on a membrane voltage-based plasticity rule for PCNN image processing, which takes on a similar form (Schreiter et al., [@B52]). As well, a voltage threshold for separating LTD and LTP induction is supported by the results reported in Artola et al. ([@B7]), Fusi et al. ([@B25]), and Ngezahayo et al. ([@B46]). Formulating BCM using spike time-dependent instead of purely rate-dependent components is also beneficial in terms of its resultant computational capability (Toyoizumi et al., [@B64]).

The presynaptic activity *d*(*t*) still needs to be defined in our framework. Because the plasticity mechanism needs to have direct access to the membrane potential, it can only work at the postsynaptic site; thus, also the presynaptic read-out has to occur there. Under this assumption, a candidate read-out variable is the conductance change of postsynaptic ion channels that is triggered by presynaptic neurotransmitters, released in reaction to presynaptic spikes. With this conductance change, the complete LCP rule reads as follows:
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In this equation, *w*(*t*) is the weight of the synapse, *g*(*t*) is the conductance of presynaptically activated channels, *u*(*t*) is the membrane potential and Θ*~u~* is the threshold between potentiation and depression. Besides the recasting of the pre- and postsynaptic variables, the main difference between the original BCM formulation and Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} is that the non-linear function φ() relating postsynaptic activity to plasticity is replaced by a linear scaling with a proportionality constant *B*. However, as we show later, this linear dependence of plasticity on voltage translates to a non-linear dependence on the postsynaptic rate which is compatible with the original BCM intentions.

We assume that the postsynaptic membrane potential eliminates the block of NMDA receptors, subsequently releasing Ca^2+^ and plastically changing the synaptic weight (Senn, [@B53]; Shouval et al., [@B56]). Thus, *B* should be defined in units of 1/(*As*), which has the effect of "canceling" the Ca^2+^ charge unit, allowing us to arrive at a dimensionless synaptical weight as required for comparison with most of the experimental results (Bi and Poo, [@B12]; Sjöström et al., [@B58]; Froemke and Dan, [@B23]). The postsynaptic expression *B* · (*u*(*t*) − Θ*~u~*) thus results in units Ω/*s*, which could be interpreted as the opening/closing speed of the Ca^2+^ channel (i.e., its resistance change), consequently linking LTP/LTD of our expression with the rate of Ca^2+^ release (Aihara et al., [@B5]).

The behavior of the LCP rule crucially depends on the models for the neuron and the synaptic conductance. In the following two sections, we introduce simple models for both which are suited for analyzing the principal rule characteristics as well as for quantitatively deriving the weight changes in response to experimental protocols. In Section ["Neuron Dynamics: Leaky Integrate-and-Fire,"](#s6){ref-type="sec"} we extend the neuron model to a more realistic LIAF formulation.

### Synapse dynamics

For the synaptic conductance *g*(*t*), we use an exponential decay function in response to each presynaptic spike, which is a simplification of the synapse model described in Gerstner and Kistler ([@B26]):
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where τ*~g~* is the time constant of the decay and $\hat{G}$ is the amplitude of the response. Setting the presynaptic conductance to its maximum $\hat{G}$ at the beginning of each presynaptic pulse effectively makes the learning carried out in the LCP rule history-independent. In standard STDP terminology, this would be equivalent to a presynaptic nearest-neighbor interaction (Morrison et al., [@B45]).

This can be extended to a presynaptic all-to-all interaction via the integration of all presynaptic spikes in the current weight dynamics. Mathematically, this amounts to replacing the constant conductance $\hat{G}$ by a spike-varying conductance *G~j~* as follows:
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Thus, the conductance amplitude immediately before the current presynaptic spike is contained in the new amplitude, conserving the spiking history at the synapse, leading to presynaptic all-to-all interaction (Morrison et al., [@B45]).

### Neuron dynamics: spike response model {#s5}

For the membrane potential, we choose a spike response neuron model (Gerstner and Kistler, [@B26]), consisting of a Dirac function for the action potential and an exponential decay function for the hyperpolarization after firing:
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Thereby, $t_{n}^{\text{post}}$ denotes the *n*-th postsynaptic spike, *U*~p,*n*~ is the area under the pulse curve and *U*~refr~ \< 0 and τ~refr~ are the amplitude and time constant of hyperpolarization. Note that *u*(*t*) reflects deviations of the membrane potential from its equilibrium; a resting potential could be added when adjusting the voltage threshold Θ*~u~* accordingly.

Additionally to the hyperpolarization of the membrane potential, we added an attenuation of the spike amplitude during refractoriness to model the decreased excitability during this period (Shah et al., [@B55]) and the frequency-dependent attenuation of both amplitude and duration found in Froemke et al. ([@B24]) and Tanaka et al. ([@B62]). Therefore, we used a simple formulation that weights the amplitude of the *n*-th postsynaptic spike with the amount of membrane hyperpolarization directly before the spike:
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where *U*~p~ is a fixed parameter that determines the maximum amplitude of the postsynaptic pulse. Please note that in contrast to the similar postsynaptic attenuation of Froemke et al. ([@B24]), we did not introduce a new time constant for this saturation effect. This addition has significant influence on the rule behavior in triplet experiments, as we will show in Section ["Simulation Results."](#s11){ref-type="sec"}

The biophysical motivation for this influence of the postsynaptic attenuation on plasticity is somewhat speculative. Shah et al. ([@B55]) contain some references to the attenuation of BPAPs from which they derive a modeling argument for including this attenuation effect in plasticity. However, we have only found one reference (Froemke et al., [@B24]), where both postsynaptic adaptation and its influence on plasticity is shown. In Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} of Froemke et al. ([@B24]), it is shown that when chemically blocking postsynaptic attenuation in plasticity experiments which involve several postsynaptic spikes, the resulting plasticity at the synapse is actually replicated better by naïve STDP than by their attenuation model. For the unaltered preparation, the opposite is shown, i.e., their attenuation model captures the data significantly better than STDP without attenuation. So at least for the preparation of Froemke et al. ([@B24]), a postsynaptic attenuation is proven which has the proposed influence on plasticity, i.e., for closely following postsynaptic spikes, the effect of later spikes on the overall plastic change at the synapse diminishes. Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} in Section ["Simulation Results"](#s11){ref-type="sec"} shows the correspondence of the attenuation of Eq. [6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"} with the experimental data of Figure 7B of Froemke et al. ([@B24]).

### Neuron dynamics: leaky integrate-and-fire {#s6}

In the previous section, we have introduced a simple neuron for the LCP rule. Thereby, we have neglected important ingredients of neuronal signal transmission. In the following, we therefore extend the neuron model, incorporating the influence of a presynaptic spike on the postsynaptic membrane potential. This influence can be determined by the current flow through the cell membrane that is triggered by presynaptic neurotransmitter release. The current can be modeled similar to Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} as:
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where *E*~syn~ is the reversal potential of that channel, which is approx. 70 mV above resting potential for excitatory synapses (Gerstner and Kistler, [@B26]). The conductance *g*(*t*) is defined as in Eq. [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Because we are only interested in sub-threshold variations of the membrane potential, we use the approximation *E*~syn~ ≫ *u*(*t*), so that the time course of *I*~syn~(*t*) is only determined by *g*(*t*).

To calculate the influence of the synaptic current on the membrane potential, we use a LIAF neuron, which is defined by the differential equation:
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where *C* and *R* are the capacitance and resistance of the membrane that together result in the membrane time constant τ~refr~ = *C* · *R*, which was already used in the SRM neuron model in Eq. [5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}. As for the learning rule in Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we assume a resting potential of 0 V. We then have to solve the following differential equation:
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whereby we assume, without loss of generality, that the presynaptic pulse occurs at *t* = 0. Furthermore, we only regard the case τ~refr~ ≠ τ*~g~*, which is justified by the parameter sets in use (cf. Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

We suppose that the solution has the form:
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with constants *C*~1~ and *C*~2~. Calculating these constants results in the solution:
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We want to dimension the unknown amplitude by the amplitude $R\hat{G}E_{\text{syn}}$ of the postsynaptic potential *U*~PSP~ that results from a presynaptically triggered current injection at postsynaptic rest (*u*(0) = 0). Calculating this maximum from the necessary condition d*u*/d*t* = 0 results in:
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The final explicit formulation for *u*(*t*) then is:
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We will use these equations for the simulations with PSP amplitude.

The remainder of the neuron behavior is the same as for the SRM model: at a postsynaptic spike time, a Dirac pulse with area *U*~p~ is generated. Afterwards, the membrane potential *u* is reset to the refractory amplitude *U*~refr~ from where it evolves according to Eq. [13](#E14){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In the case of no presynaptic activity, this results in an identical time course compared to the SRM model.

In the standard configuration, the LIAF neuron does only generate postsynaptic spikes at the times defined by the experimental protocol. As an exception, for the correlated activity setting in the Dudek and Bear ([@B20]) protocol (cf. Benchmark Experiments), the LIAF neuron may pulse on its own. Thereby, a spike is emitted if the membrane potential exceeds a noisy threshold Θ~fire~ (Gerstner and Kistler, [@B26]). The value of Θ~fire~ is changed at each presynaptic spike, drawing it from a Gaussian distribution with mean 2·*U*~PSP~ and standard deviation 5% of the mean.

### Summary of LCP versions {#s7}

As stated in the Section ["Introduction,"](#s1){ref-type="sec"} two versions of the LCP learning rule will be analyzed in Section ["LCP with SRM Neuron"](#s9){ref-type="sec"} respectively Section ["LCP with LIAF Neuron."](#s13){ref-type="sec"} Both versions use the LCP rule as defined in Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the PSC of Eq. [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the attenuation of postsynaptic action potentials in Eq. [6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The main difference between both versions is the type of neuron used to construct the postsynaptic membrane voltage profile *u*(*t*), i.e., the SRM of Section ["Neuron Dynamics: Spike Response Model"](#s5){ref-type="sec"} or the LIAF of Section "Neuron Dynamics: Leaky Integrate-and Fire":

-   The first version of the LCP rule, referred to as *LCP with SRM*, employs the definition of the membrane potential in Eq. [5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

-   The second version of the LCP rule, referred to as *LCP with LIAF*, employs the definition of the membrane potential of Eq. [13](#E14){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the corresponding *U*~PSP~ of Eq. [12](#E12){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The all-to-all presynaptic PSC interaction of Eq. [4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"} is also part of this version of the rule.

The fit of both versions of the LCP rule to the experimental data in Sections ["LCP with SRM Neuron"](#s9){ref-type="sec"} and ["LCP with LIAF Neuron"](#s13){ref-type="sec"} was estimated using the normalized mean-square error *E* defined in Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]). In summary, the analysis of the two versions of the LCP rule uses the symbols given in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

**Listing of symbols used in the analysis of LCP with SRM in Section ["LCP with SRM Neuron"](#s9){ref-type="sec"} and LCP with LIAF in Section "[LCP with LIAF Neuron](#s13){ref-type="sec"}**."

  *u*(*t*)                 Neuron membrane voltage
  ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *g*(*t*)                 Synaptic conductance
  *U*~refr~                Amplitude of the hyperpolarization
  *U*~p~                   Area under the pulse curve, i.e., the size of the action potential
  τ~refr~                  Membrane time constant (also governs hyperpolarization curve)
  $\hat{G}$                Maximum synaptic conductance
  τ*~g~*                   Time constant of synaptic conductance
  Θ*~u~*                   Voltage threshold of the LCP rule
  α~att~                   Attenuation of postsynaptic action potentials
  B                        Proportionality constant relating synaptic dynamics in the LCP formulation to the synaptic weight change
  *U*~PSP~                 Amplitude of the postsynaptic potential resulting from a single presynaptic pulse
  τ~all~                   Inverse combination of τ~refr~ and τ*~g~*, introduced for convenience in Eq. [15](#E17){ref-type="disp-formula"}
  E                        Normalized mean-square error of model with respect to experimental data
  A~+~, A~−~, τ~+~, τ~+~   Standard STDP parameters (Song et al., [@B59])
  λ                        Pulse rate

Results
=======

Model comparison {#s8}
----------------

Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} gives a comparison of a broad selection of plasticity models. Emphasis is laid on reproduction of biological experiments and generalization capability. In this context, the number of parameters in a model is included in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} to identify which models make parsimonious use of parameters in fitting experiments. Possible overfitting problems can thus be identified (Wei, [@B69]) and a rough comparison of computational effort in simulating a given model is possible. The performance of the models with respect to the experiments is classified with symbols "f," "h," "fc," "hc," "u," "n," and "?," with their meaning given in the caption of Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. The comparison is started with the standard exponential formulation of STDP (Song et al., [@B59]), since STDP experiments (1) are replicated by most of the models in the table and can thus serve as a basis for the assessment of those models. Also, STDP should serve as Occams razor for more elaborate models, i.e., whether those models are able to replicate more phenomena than STDP. The detailed discussion of all reviewed models is given in the Appendix.

###### 

**Comparison of models for LTP and LTD**.

  Short description and reference                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Parameters                                                                                                            Experimental protocols   Classification in                                         
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------- ---------------------
  Song et al. ([@B59]): conventional nearest-neighbor exponential STDP (Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48])                                                                                                                                                                                               2 TC, 2SF                                                                                                             f                        n                   h    n    n    n    n    n    2       1, 4, 10
  Froemke et al. ([@B24]): standard STDP model, with added pre and post suppression of spike efficacy. The efficacy of the pre spike is dependent on all the preceding spikes, while the post-spike depends only on the last preceding one (The model is an extension of Froemke and Dan, [@B23])   Conventional STDP: 2 TC, 2 SF; suppression: 2 TC pre and post suppression, 1 SF post suppression                      fc                       h                   fc   fc   f    n    n    n    2 → 3   1, 3, 4, 7
  Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]): reduced triplet model: standard STDP model, with amplitude of LTP dependent on additional post spike trace                                                                                                                                                         Conventional STDP: 2 TC, 2 SF, additional spike trace: 1 TC, 1 SF                                                     f                        f                   f    f    u    n    f    n    2       1, 4, 7, 10
  Benuskova and Abraham ([@B11]): scaling constants of conventional STDP exponential functions are metaplastically changed according to mean over post-spike train                                                                                                                                  Conventional STDP: 2 TC, 2 SF; post mean for scaling: 1 TC, 1 SF                                                      fc                       u                   hc   u    u    ?    u    n    2       1, 3, 10
  Senn ([@B53]): STDP modeling of neurotransmitter discharge probability, based on pre- and postsynaptic traces sampled at corresponding pulses, pre and post adaptation through secondary messengers                                                                                               Receptors: 1 TC, 3 SF, secondary messengers: 1 TC, 2 SF, discharge prob.: 1 TC, 2 SF                                  f                        h                   f    fc   fc   fc   fc   ?    3 → 1   1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10
  Abarbanel et al. ([@B1]): two ODEs describing pre neurotransmitter release and post voltage, disturbance functions representing pre and post action potentials. Weight derivation as a mixture of temporal competition and cooperation between processes                                          Pre- and post-ODEs: 2 TC, 2 SF (reduces to 1 SF for size (AP~pre~) = size (AP~post~), weight combination: 2 SF        f                        h                   hc   u    u    ?    ?    hc   2 → 3   1, 4, 5, 6, 10
  Badoual et al. ([@B8]): biophysical model of realistic compartmental neuron and kinetic equations for separate LTP and LTD                                                                                                                                                                        LTP kinetics: 2 TC, LTD: 4 TC, AMPA/NMDA receptors: 2 TC, 3 SF, Calcium pump: 1 SF, 1 TC, ca. 20 TC/SF neuron model   f                        f                   h    u    ?    ?    ?    ?    3 → 2   2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
  Badoual et al. ([@B8]): original suppression model of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) plus additional weight bounds                                                                                                                                                                                      Conventional STDP: 2 TC; suppression: 2 TC pre and post suppression, weight scaling/bounds: 2 SF                      f                        n                   f    f    f    u    u    n    2       1, 3, 4, 7
  Lu et al. ([@B38]): pulse transition governed model, three states: pre event, post event, resting. Transitions incorporate short term adaptation                                                                                                                                                  Transitions: 2 TC, weight computation: 3 SF                                                                           f                        ?                   f    f    fc   hc   ?    n    2       1, 3, 4, 7, 10
  Pfister et al. ([@B49]): STDP curve based on neuron/PSC characteristics derived from supervised pattern classification task                                                                                                                                                                       STDP: 2 TC, 2SF; constraint: 1 SF                                                                                     f                        u                   hc   u    u    u    u    n    1       2, 5
  Shah et al. ([@B55]): calcium based model with formulations of bAP and EPSP influence on Calcium dynamics, additional pre and post attenuation, weight dependent on Calcium amplitude and slope (The model is an extension of Shouval et al., [@B56])                                             Ω: 5 SF; η/τ: 2 TC, 2 SF; Calcium: 1 TC; pre and post attenuation 2 SF, 2 TC                                          h                        f                   f    ?    fc   f    fc   fc   3       1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8
  Clopath et al. ([@B17]): triplet model of Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]) with additional voltage thresholds                                                                                                                                                                                        LTD: 1TC, 2SF; LTP: 2TC, 2 SF; after-potential: 1 SF, 1 TC                                                            f                        f                   fc   fc   ?    fc   fc   f    2       1, 4, 6, 7, 10
  Sjöström et al. ([@B58]): LTP behavior as a sigmoidal dependence on (measured) residual depolarization, LTD as single scaling, post nearest-neighbor interaction                                                                                                                                  LTP sigmoid: 3SF, 1TC, LTD: 1 SF, 1 TC, Frequency dependence of LTP: 2 SF                                             fc                       f                   hc   fc   fc   fc   f    hc   2 → 3   1, 4, 6, 7
  Fusi et al. ([@B25]): LTP and LTD probability dependent on post membrane potential at pre spike, probability governs transition of two-state synapse                                                                                                                                              8 SF, 4 TC                                                                                                            f                        f                   hc   u    u    fc   fc   hc   1       1, 5, 6, 10
  This paper, LCP with SRM: exponential decay for PSC; post membrane potential: spike response model; weight change: integral of the product of pre and post side; Voltage threshold for LTP/LTD, refractoriness-based attenuation of post pulses                                                   1 TC PSC; 1 TC, 2 SF post-spike response; 1 SF attenuation                                                            f                        h                   f    f    n    n    f    h    2 → 3   2, 5, 6, 7, 10
  This paper, LCP with LIAF: PSC as above; post side leaky integrate-and-fire neuron, PSC charges post neuron; attenuation and plasticity as above                                                                                                                                                  same as above, one additional SF for *U*~PSP~                                                                         f                        f                   f    f    h    f    f    h    2 → 3   2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10

*The numbers for the experimental protocols denote the experiments as listed in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}*.

*The evaluation of the models with respect to biological experiments employs the following symbols: "f" this experiment has been fully reproduced in literature using the respective model, "h" reproduction of one half of the experiment shown, "fc" has not been shown to work, but will likely be fully compatible based on the performance of similar models; "hc" has not been shown to work, but at least one half of the experiment will likely be compatible based on the performance of similar models; "u" we speculate that it is unlikely that this experiment can be reproduced with the model (for discussion, see [Appendix](#A1){ref-type="app"}); "n" it is shown in literature that this experiment can not be reproduced with the model; "?" there is no data/investigation to relate the model to this particular biological experiment. The last two categories provide a classification with respect to the mechanisms and model types shown in Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*.

*TC, time constant; SF, scaling factor; pre, presynaptic; post, postsynaptic*.

To complete Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, an assessment of both LCP with SRM and LCP with LIAF is given, with detailed treatment of both model versions deferred to Section ["LCP with SRM Neuron"](#s9){ref-type="sec"} and Section ["LCP with LIAF Neuron."](#s13){ref-type="sec"} LCP with SRM is able to reproduce basic STDP (1) behavior (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The LTD half of frequency-dependent STDP (2) is reproduced (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}B), but the LTP half lacks the weight increase for high frequencies. Experiments (3, 4, 7) are reproduced (Figures [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C, [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A, and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B, respectively), but the parameter settings across the experiments are slightly inconsistent. LCP with SRM cannot reproduce the standard rate experiment (6) satisfactorily for any of the assumptions regarding the activity on the postsynaptic side. With respect to burst (5) plasticity, LCP with SRM basically behaves as conventional STDP (Figure [14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}A), not able to show the plasticity behavior found in this experiment. Both versions of the LCP rule can replicate the LTD/LTP threshold in the voltage control experiment (8) (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}C), but not the lower bound of the LTD window, so a "h" classification is given. LCP with LIAF is able to reproduce almost all experiments (see Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} and Figures in LCP with LIAF Neuron). The exceptions are bursts (5), where either the pre-burst-post or the post-pre-burst case can be reproduced (Figures [14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}B,C), and the limit just discussed for experiment (8). In the next section, detailed results on LCP with SRM and the reasoning corresponding to the above assessment will be given.

###### 

**Parameters used for experiment reproduction**. Normalized errors (*E*) are given for all experiments for which data points with standard errors were available. If several Figure numbers are given in a row, the corresponding normalized error is calculated over all experiments in the Figures for the parameter set in the row (which may deviate from the parameter set used in the Figures).

  Parameter set (units)                         *U*~p~ (mVms)   *U*~refr~ (mV)   $B\hat{G};$(mVms)--^1^   A~+~           A~−~           τ~*g*~ = τ~+~ (ms)   τ~refr~ = τ~−~ (ms)   Θ*~u~* (mV)   α~att~   pre   *U*~PSP~ (mV)   Figures      *E*
  --------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ------------------------ -------------- -------------- -------------------- --------------------- ------------- -------- ----- --------------- ------------ ------
  **LCP WITH SRM**                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Froemke 1*[^a^](#tf1){ref-type="table-fn"}*   151             −5               1.68 × 10^−4^            1.7 × 10^−2^   8.7 × 10^−3^   14.8                 33.8                  0             0.8      NN    --              4, 5, 6, 7   --
  Wang                                          151             −5               8.4 × 10^−5^             8.4 × 10^−3^   4.3 × 10^−3^   14.8                 33.8                  0.5           0        NN    --              4            0.92
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                7            10.4
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                8            5.6
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                4, 7, 8      7.8
  Sjöström                                      162             −5               7.2 × 10^−5^             4.2 × 10^−3^   7.4 × 10^−3^   29.6                 67.6                  0             0        NN    --              6            3.2
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                10           6.8
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                6, 10        5.8
  Froemke 2*[^b^](#tf2){ref-type="table-fn"}*   151             −5               1.1 × 10^−4^             1.1 × 10^−2^   5.8 × 10^−3^   13.5                 42.8                  0             0        NN    --              9, 14        --
  **LCP WITH LIAF**                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Dudek                                         162             −5               4.8 × 10^−6^             2.8 × 10^−4^   4.9 × 10^−4^   29.6                 67.6                  2.0           0        NN    1.5             11           1.5
  Wang                                          151             −5               8.4 × 10^−5^             8.4 × 10^−3^   4.3 × 10^−3^   14.8                 33.8                  0.5           0        AA    0               12           1.9
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                4, 7, 12     6.5
  Sjöström                                      162             −5               7.2 × 10^−5^             4.2 × 10^−3^   7.4 × 10^−3^   29.6                 67.6                  3.0           0.8      AA    4.5             13B          6.3
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                13C          2.9
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                13B, 13C     3.9
  Ngezahayo                                     151             −5               4.2 × 10^−5^             1.7 × 10^−2^   8.7 × 10^−3^   14.8                 33.8                  50            0.8      AA    0               12C          177

*The values for the STDP parameters A~+~ and A~−~ correspond to the values fitted in the corresponding literature to the overall plasticity change divided by the number of pairings*.

*^a^The parameter set Froemke 1 is based on the STDP parameters of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]); see also discussion at Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*.

*^b^The parameter set Froemke 2 is based on the STDP parameters of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]); see also discussion at Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*.

LCP with SRM neuron {#s9}
-------------------

### Analysis results {#s10}

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the principal operation of LCP with the SRM neuron. Unlike spike-based learning rules, there is a continuous update of the synapse weight whenever the membrane potential deviates from the voltage threshold Θ*~u~* during presynaptic activity.

![**Progression of the conductance *g*, the membrane potential *u* and the synapse weight *w* for a sample spike pattern**. Units were chosen to be in a biologically realistic range: $\hat{G} = 1\text{ nS,}$ *B* = 1/(1 *pC*). The remainder of the neuron and synapse parameters were taken from the Froemke 1 parameter set listed in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.](fnsyn-02-00033-g003){#F3}

For the SRM neuron model, there is a single mechanism each for LTP and LTD: LTP is triggered at each postsynaptic spike. Due to the idealized pulse shape, the conductance variable *g*(*t*) is sampled at each postsynaptic spike time. Integrating Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} expresses this in the formula:
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This mechanism is equivalent to an iterative implementation of LTP in pair-based STDP models (Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]). LTD, on the other hand, is mediated by continuous integration of the presynaptic conductance in the refractoriness period after a postsynaptic spike. Thus, the LTD mechanism always acts if pre- and postsynaptic spikes occur in close temporal proximity. Additionally, LTD is active if the voltage threshold is above resting potential, i.e., Θ*~u~* \> 0. In the interval (*t*~0~, *t*~1~) between two consecutive spikes, the resulting LTD weight change can be calculated based on Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} from the starting values *g*(*t*~0~) and *u*(*t*~0~):
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In the final weight change, potentiation may override this depression if there is presynaptic activity at a postsynaptic spike, i.e., if a presynaptic spike occurs shortly before a postsynaptic spike. This directly leads to the temporal asymmetry seen in pair-based STDP rules. We show this by calculating the weight change induced by a spike pairing with time difference Δ*t* = *t*^post^ − *t*^pre^. For a pre-post pairing, the weight is at first potentiated by the postsynaptic spike and then depressed due to refractoriness. The amount of potentiation can be calculated from Eq. [14](#E15){ref-type="disp-formula"}, with the conductance at the postsynaptic spike being equal to $g(t^{\text{post}}) = {\overset{\land}{Ge}}^{- (t^{\text{post}} - t^{\text{pre}})/\tau_{g}}.$ The amount of depression that accumulates up to a time *t* \> *t*^post^ is determined by Eq. [15](#E17){ref-type="disp-formula"}, with the depression starting at *t*~0~ = *t*^post^ and ending at *t*~1~ = *t*, so that *g*(*t*~0~) = *g*(*t*^post^) as above and *u*(*t*~0~) = *U*~refr~. Combining the potentiation and depression parts results in:
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In contrast, for a post-pre pairing no potentiation occurs at all, because there is yet no presynaptic activity present at the postsynaptic spike. For the same reason, depression starts to act only from the presynaptic spike onward, i.e., *t*~0~ = *t*^pre^. Thus, the starting values are $g\left( t_{0} \right) = \hat{G}$ and $u(t_{0}) = U_{\text{refr}}\,\text{e}^{- (t^{\text{pre}} - t^{\text{post}})/\tau_{\text{refr}}}.$ Again from Eq. [15](#E17){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the resulting weight change calculates as:
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Using Eqs. [16](#E18){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [17](#E19){ref-type="disp-formula"}, our LCP with SRM can be directly mapped to pair-based (nearest-neighbor) STDP rules (Morrison et al., [@B45]). Thereby, we set Θ*~u~* = 0. Then, a spike pairing with time difference Δ*t* = *t*^post^ − *t*^pre^ results in the time-continuous weight change function:
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As denoted, the solution of the integral can be split into a time-invariant term Δ*w*~∞~ that depends on the order of the spike pairing, and an additional time-dependent term that diminishes for *t* → ∞. For the low pairing frequency used in standard STDP experiments (Bi and Poo, [@B12]; Froemke and Dan, [@B23]), the resulting weight change is well approximated by the term Δ*w*~∞~. This term equals the exponential time window of pair-based STDP, as is shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Normalized STDP window of LCP with SRM: analytical value Δ*w*~∞~ (solid line) and simulation results (circles, 60 pairings at 1 Hz, protocol of Bi and Poo,[@B12]; Froemke and Dan, [@B23])**. STDP parameters are taken from Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) and corrected by the number of repetitions, cf. Froemke 1 parameter set in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. Error bars are measurements from Wang et al. ([@B68]), as extracted by Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]); dashed line: simulation results for Wang parameter set, used to account for the smaller weight changes found throughout the experiments in Wang et al. ([@B68]), as stated there. Normalized error in this case: *E* = 0.92.](fnsyn-02-00033-g004){#F4}

From this correspondence, the parameters of LCP with SRM can be directly derived from the parameters of the exponential STDP time window:
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In these correspondences, the parameters A~−~(\<0), τ~−~ and *A*~+~, τ~+~ denote the amplitude and time constant of LTD and LTP, respectively (Song et al., [@B59]). To arrive at biologically realistic membrane voltage values, we calculate the amplification factor $B\hat{G}$ such that the refractory amplitude *U*~refr~ equals −5 mV (Koch, [@B33]).

It is important to note that the parameters of LCP with SRM, being strongly linked to biophysical parameters, take on biologically realistic values when they are derived from measured STDP parameters. The conductance time constant τ*~g~* equals the STDP time constant for LTP, which is in the order of 20 ms, a value compatible with NMDA synapse conductance changes (Gerstner and Kistler, [@B26]; Badoual et al., [@B8]). In contrast to (Pfister et al., [@B49]), this time constant is chosen different from τ~mem~, since those characteristics are not necessarily correlated (Koch, [@B33]; Senn, [@B53]). The STDP time constant for LTD equals the membrane time constant τ~refr~, which was found to be in the order of 10--40 ms (Koch, [@B33]). As can be derived from Eq. [19](#E23){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the STDP parameters A~+~, τ~+~ and A~−~, τ~−~ set the relation between *U*~p~ and *U*~refr~. For our assumption, *U*~refr~ = −5 mV, the STDP parameters of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) result in *U*~p~ = 151 μVs (cf. Froemke 1 parameter set in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}), corresponding to a rectangular pulse of length 2 ms and height 75 mV, which are reasonable values for an action potential (Koch, [@B33]).

The increase in LTD with the amplitude of the refractoriness, *U*~refr~, as evident from Eq. [18](#E21){ref-type="disp-formula"}, is in direct contrast with Pfister et al. ([@B49]), where LTD increases with a decrease in refractoriness. The motivation given in Pfister et al. ([@B49]) is that an additional refractoriness has to be introduced through the learning rule to block a presynaptic spike which is not sufficiently suppressed by the refractoriness. In contrast, the LTD mechanism of LCP with SRM could be interpreted as enhancing the effectiveness of the presynaptic pulse, i.e., a given presynaptic PSC is not allowed to simply spend itself against the refractoriness as in Pfister et al. ([@B49]), which would be wasteful from an information- and energy-conserving point of view.

Besides the temporal asymmetry seen in STDP, the LCP rule also exhibits a close similarity to the BCM model in its formulation, as was discussed in Section ["Local Correlation Plasticity."](#s4){ref-type="sec"} It is therefore interesting to check whether LCP with SRM can be mapped to the original BCM rule as well. Especially, relating the voltage threshold Θ*~u~* in the LCP rule to the frequency threshold Θ*~M~* in the BCM rule could open BCM arguments on rate-based metaplasticity (Abraham et al., [@B4]) to our rule, as well as providing a possible link to voltage-based expressions of metaplasticity (Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]). For deriving such a relationship, we use an analysis similar to that in Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]). We start out with the general derivation for the weight change of a single pair of spikes as done above, and again assume low pairing frequency, so omit the terms dependent on *t*. But in contrast to the STDP derivation, we treat Θ*~u~* as non-zero parameter. The resulting expression for LTP is as follows:
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Assuming a Poisson process for postsynaptic spike times, the expected weight change Δ*w*(λ) for a single presynaptic spike and a postsynaptic firing rate λ can be explicitly derived. This is done by integrating the product of the weight change as a function of time Δ*t* and the Poisson probability density *p*(Δ*t*) = λ · exp(−λ · Δ*t*) separately for LTP and LTD. Adding both integrals results in the overall weight change (Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]):
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Carrying out this integration results in the following expression:
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The first part of the above expression is basically the same STDP-BCM translation as in Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]), with the standard STDP parameters substituted as in Eq. [19](#E23){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The second expression causes the entire weight change curve to shift upwards or downwards, dependent on Θ*~u~*, while the additional dependence on λ can be neglected for a small λ, only causing an increase in the slope of the curve for a high λ (\>1/τ*~g~*), thus letting the curve crossover from LTD to LTP slightly earlier. Consequently, as is evident from Eq. [23](#E27){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the curves in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A, the voltage threshold for plasticity introduced in the LCP rule can be related to the sliding frequency threshold found in the context of rate-based induction protocols (Mayford et al., [@B41]; Wang and Wagner, [@B67]; Abraham et al., [@B4]). Ngezahayo et al. ([@B46]) show that such a voltage threshold separating LTP and LTD exists and that it can be metaplastically adjusted. This adjustment changes the ratio and crossover point between LTD and LTP in a fashion qualitatively compatible with the original formulation for the sliding frequency threshold (Bienenstock et al., [@B13]; Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]). An interesting observation in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A is that for low frequencies, contrary to most BCM formulations that assume no plasticity change, the plasticity can exhibit an offset toward either LTD or LTP, depending on the voltage threshold. This kind of voltage offset is very similar to the results reported in Sjöström et al. ([@B58]), where a depolarization causes an offset toward LTP at low frequencies, while a hyperpolarization results in enhanced LTD at low frequencies. Also, similar to the theory of Beggs ([@B10]), Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A shows that a vertical shift of the plasticity curve via a voltage offset results in a horizontal shift of the frequency threshold.

![**Plot of the analytical BCM expression of Eq. [23](#E27){ref-type="disp-formula"} for sweeps of different variables**. The standard parameter set (Froemke 1 in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}: Θ*~u~* = 0 mV, *U*~p~ = 151 mV·ms, *U*~refr~ = −5 mV) is always denoted by the broken line. **(A)** sweep of Θ*~u~*; **(B)** sweep of *U*~p~; **(C)** sweep of *U*~refr~.](fnsyn-02-00033-g005){#F5}

In contrast to Θ*~u~*, a sweep of the two amplitude parameters *U*~p~ and *U*~refr~ affects only the second threshold from LTD to LTP, while the plasticity for low frequencies remains unchanged (Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B,C). Both have a very similar effect of lowering/raising this frequency threshold while changing the overall shape of the curve from a "U" shape to an almost linear characteristic.

### Simulation results {#s11}

In a first test related to the BCM discussion of the previous section, we use the correlated rate protocol (7) to verify that LCP with SRM follows the simplifications of Eq. [23](#E27){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Since the experiments of Sjöström et al. ([@B58]) employ a different cell preparation and produce, e.g., zero potentiation for a standard pre-post pairing protocol in contrast to the strong LTP of conventional STDP experiments (Bi and Poo, [@B12]; Froemke and Dan, [@B23]), a parameter set different from the one of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) is used in Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}. This parameter set has been chosen to approximate the STDP window of Sjöström et al. ([@B58]), see also the motivation in Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Correlated rate protocol (7); (A) standard nearest-neighbor STDP; (B) LCP with SRM without and with attenuation (α~att~ = 0, α~att~ = 0.8), using Sjöström parameter set (see Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"})**. Error without attenuation: *E* = 3.2. Error bars denote experimental data by Sjöström et al. ([@B58]).](fnsyn-02-00033-g006){#F6}

Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the corresponding weight changes for a standard STDP model (A) and LCP with SRM (B). The STDP model exhibits only a slight dependence on the pairing frequency, producing either LTP or LTD throughout the frequency range, dependent on the parameter set. This is in contradiction to the experimental results of Sjöström et al. ([@B58]) that show depression below approx. 35 Hz and potentiation for frequencies above only (cf. error bars in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, LCP with SRM is qualitatively compatible with the experimental data, exhibiting a transition from LTD to LTP at approx. 25 Hz. However, attenuation of postsynaptic action potentials would add a source of depression at higher frequencies that prevents a transition to LTP. Thus, this addition is not compatible with the experimental protocol.

We further tested LCP with SRM for spike triplet experiments (3). Therefore, we used the STDP parameters given in Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) to compare to their triplet measurements. Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the original data points (A) together with predicted weight changes for LCP with SRM (B and C) as well as for a standard pair-based STDP rule (D). LCP with SRM (B) and STDP (D) show almost the same behavior, which is also in good agreement with the measurements. Only for the post-pre-post triplet (lower right quarter), qualitative differences are visible: whereas the models predict potentiation for small time differences *t*~1~ and *t*~2~, the measurements show depression. Introducing the attenuation of closely following postsynaptic spikes (α~att~ = 0.8), the amount of potentiation is significantly reduced in this case, so that depression dominates as in the measurements, see Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C. Thus, even LCP with SRM can fully reproduce these triplet experiments, contrasting, e.g., the more extensive models by Badoual et al. ([@B8]). If postsynaptic attenuation is switched off, our model is also somewhat compatible with the triplet experiments of Wang et al. ([@B68]) (cf. circles in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B), slightly outperforming standard STDP (cf. error measures in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). As discussed in Section ["Benchmark Experiments,"](#s3){ref-type="sec"} a full compatibility for both triplet results cannot be achieved in a single model due to the fundamental difference in experimental behavior.

![**Triplet protocol (3)**. Upper left part: 2 presynaptic, 1 postsynaptic spike; lower right part: 1 presynaptic, 2 postsynaptic spikes; **(A)** experimental data of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]); (B) LCP with SRM, using parameters from Froemke and Dan ([@B23]), as listed in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} (Froemke 1 parameter set); circles: data by Wang et al. ([@B68]) (error to Wang data for LCP with SRM and Wang parameter set: *E*= 10.2); **(C)** LCP with SRM with postsynaptic attenuation (α~att~ = 0.8); **(D)** standard STDP rule with same parameters, for comparison (error to Wang data with Wang parameter set: *E*= 12.9).](fnsyn-02-00033-g007){#F7}

Regarding the quadruplet protocol of Wang et al. ([@B68]), pair-based STDP rules fail to reproduce the experimental results, see (Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]) and Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}B. In contrast, LCP with SRM can reproduce the dependency of weight change on the time interval *T*, see Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A. To account for the reduced potentiation for big time differences *T* compared to standard STDP, we used an increased voltage threshold in the Wang parameter set (Θ*~u~* = 0.5 mV, cf. Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Like for the triplet experiments, LCP with SRM can not reproduce the Wang data if attenuation of postsynaptic spikes is activated, as is shown in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A.

![**Quadruplet protocol (4)**. Single data points in the diagrams extracted from Wang et al. ([@B68]), points with error measures as given in Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]), based also on Wang et al. ([@B68]). **(A)** LCP with SRM with (dashed) and without (solid) postsynaptic attenuation, Wang parameter set (see Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}); *E*= 5.6 without attenuation; **(B)** standard STDP rule with same parameter set, *E*= 17.8.](fnsyn-02-00033-g008){#F8}

These observations casts doubt on the validity of the postsynaptic attenuation in Eq. [6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"}. To show the necessity of the attenuation at least in the scope of the experiments of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) and Froemke et al. ([@B24]), Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} replicates the experiment of Figure 7B in Froemke et al. ([@B24]), where postsynaptic attenuation and its influence on plasticity is explicitly tested. As is shown, LCP with SRM replicates both the standard experiment and the one with suppressed attenuation satisfactorily for the corresponding settings of α~att~. The LCP rule produces somewhat too much potentiation for 4 and 5 postsynaptic APs, which could be due to the fact that the synapses in the preparation of Froemke et al. ([@B24]) seem to exhibit a hard weight bound at about 60% potentiation, i.e., any hypothetical further weight increase is checked by the saturation of the weights. As stated earlier, such a saturation is not included in the LCP model.

![**Plasticity curves for the post-pre-post-burst protocol of Figure 7B of Froemke et al. ([@B24]), change in EPSP for the standard experiment (dashed line, filled circles) and with suppressed postsynaptic attenuation (dashed line, diamonds), including error bars** This experiment for LCP with SRM (parameters taken from Froemke et al., [@B24]), compare (Froemke 2 parameter set in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}) and activated attenuation (crosses, α~att~ = 0.8) or deactivated attenuation (stars, α~att~ = 0); For comparison: standard STDP (empty circles), same parameters as LCP with SRM.](fnsyn-02-00033-g009){#F9}

### Limits of LCP with SRM {#s12}

In the previous section, we have shown that LCP with SRM can reproduce a variety of experimental protocols, but only with conflicting settings for the attenuation of postsynaptic spikes: whereas this attenuation is necessary for replicating the data by Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) for the triplet protocol (3), it leads to incompatible results in the quadruplet protocol (4) and the correlated rate protocol (7).

As a further limitation, LCP with SRM has some difficulties in reproducing frequency-dependent STDP (2), even without postsynaptic attenuation, cf. Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}B. Still, it is compatible with the experimental data at least qualitatively, in contrast to standard STDP, cf. Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}A. However, LCP with SRM fails to account for the increasing potentiation for pre-post pairings.

![**Frequency-dependent STDP (2); error bars denote measurement data of Sjöström et al. ([@B58])**. Dashed curves and error bars: post-pre pairings, solid lines and error bars: pre-post pairings. Error bars at 40 and 50 Hz were slightly moved apart to make them distinguishable. **(A)** standard STDP \[the upper curve (pre-post pairings) is also shown qualitatively in Standage et al. ([@B60])\], **(B)** LCP with SRM neuron for α~att~ = 0 and α~att~ = 0.8. Sjöström parameter set as listed in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. Normalized error without attenuation: *E* = 6.8.](fnsyn-02-00033-g010){#F10}

LCP with LIAF neuron {#s13}
--------------------

In the following, we want to investigate whether the second LCP version of Section ["Summary of LCP Versions,"](#s7){ref-type="sec"} i.e., extending LCP with the LIAF neuron of Section ["Neuron Dynamics: Leaky Integrate-and-Fire,"](#s6){ref-type="sec"} can overcome the current limits of LCP as evident from Section ["Limits of LCP with SRM."](#s12){ref-type="sec"} Therefore, we test LCP with LIAF on a variety of experimental protocols. We start with results for the standard rate protocol (6) to illustrate the effects of the extensions.

In the LCP rule, a weight change can only occur if presynaptic activity coincides with the postsynaptic membrane potential *u* deviating from the voltage threshold Θ*~u~*. Furthermore, the direction of the weight change is directly related to the sign of the deviation (*u* − Θ*~u~*). In protocols with only presynaptic stimulation, a transition from depression to potentiation is thus impossible if the presynaptic activity has no influence on the postsynaptic membrane potential, as in LCP with SRM. As a consequence, LCP with SRM, like standard STDP rules, can not account for the standard rate (6) results without making strong assumptions on postsynaptic firing, like postsynaptic firing rate being proportional to presynaptic firing rate (Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]), or even single-spike correlations (Beggs, [@B10]; Standage and Trappenberg, [@B61]). This is documented in Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}C.

![**Standard rate protocol (6)**. Error bars denote measurement data by Dudek and Bear ([@B20]). **(A)** LCP with LIAF for different postsynaptic spike settings, nearest-neighbor mode; Dudek parameter set (cf. text and Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}); errors for the postsynaptic settings: none: *E* = 1.5, spontaneous: *E* = 10.7, self-induced: *E* = 2.0. **(B)** Same as **(A)**, but with all-to-all interaction and postsynaptic attenuation (α~att~ = 0.8); **(C)** nearest-neighbor STDP model with same parameters for comparison.](fnsyn-02-00033-g011){#F11}

In contrast, the postsynaptic potential added by the LIAF neuron depolarizes the membrane voltage with increasing presynaptic stimulation frequency, so that the membrane voltage can cross the voltage threshold Θ*~u~*, leading to potentiation even in the absence of postsynaptic spikes. As Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}A shows, this leads to a transition from weight depression to potentiation, which is what Dudek and Bear ([@B20]) found experimentally. The point of transition from depression to potentiation is dependent on the STDP time constants. To account for the relatively low transition frequency in the data by Dudek and Bear ([@B20]), we therefore used the Sjöström parameter set as reference, because it has longer time constants. Even though the induction protocol in Dudek and Bear ([@B20]) was much stronger than for spike-based experiments (900 pulses compared to, e.g., 60 pairings), the resulting weight changes of both are in the same order of magnitude. To account for this difference, we divided the weight change amplitudes by a factor of 900/60 = 15.

Besides the non-spiking postsynaptic side investigated above, we also tested the uncorrelated and correlated spiking settings as discussed in Section ["Benchmark Experiments"](#s3){ref-type="sec"} by triggering postsynaptic spikes and membrane potential resets at the given times, while keeping the influence of presynaptic spikes on the membrane via postsynaptic potentials. Both protocols result in additional depression because of the resetting and hyperpolarization of the membrane potential. However, the initial results are not changed qualitatively. As an aside, the depression introduced by uncorrelated spiking is almost frequency-independent (cf. Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}A), and can be compensated, e.g., by increasing the PSP (error for *U*~PSP~ = 2.5 mV: *E* = 1.9, not shown).

Introducing presynaptic all-to-all interaction cancels the LTP saturation in nearest-neighbor mode, as Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}B shows. This is caused by the accumulation in the presynaptic activity *g*(*t*), which counterbalances the increased leakage at higher membrane potentials, leading to a linear dependence of potentiation and presynaptic frequency in a broad range for uncorrelated and no postsynaptic spiking. As a consequence, weight change amplitudes would have to be reduced to at least partly account for the experimental results. As an exception, correlated firing still results in significant depression at higher frequencies, leading to compatible results with the parameter set in use (*E* = 1.6).

As Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}C shows, pair-based STDP consistently fails to account for the experimental results, irrespective of the postsynaptic spike setting.

For the quadruplet protocol (4), the LCP rule also benefits from the additions of the LIAF model. As Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}A shows, using all-to-all presynaptic interaction results in higher LTP for small positive pairing differences *T*, which is more compatible with the experimental data. Furthermore, in this case, the depression effect due to postsynaptic attenuation can be compensated by introducing PSPs, as is evident from Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}B.

![**(A, B)**; Quadruplet protocol (4) using LCP with LIAF: **(A)** same parameters as in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}B, but all-to-all interaction (Wang parameter set in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}), *E* = 1.9; **(B)** all-to-all interaction, with attenuation (α~att~ = 0.8), which is compensated by PSP influence: *U*~PSP~ = Θ*~u~* = 2 mV; *E* = 1.2. **(C)** Voltage control experiment (8). Error bars denote data for unconditioned synapse by Ngezahayo et al. ([@B46]). Froemke 1 STDP parameters with downscaled weight amplitudes were used, and the voltage threshold was shifted according to the experimental data (see Ngezahayo parameter set in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Normalized error: *E* = 177.](fnsyn-02-00033-g012){#F12}

Local correlation plasticity with SRM failed to reproduce the correlated rate experiment (7) when postsynaptic spikes were attenuated. Using the postsynaptic potential and the presynaptic all-to-all interaction counterbalances the negative attenuation effect, as is shown in Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}B. The postsynaptic potential leads to increased potentiation already for small frequencies. Therefore, we had to increase Θ*~u~* to make the overall response negative. At high frequencies, the all-to-all interaction leads to increased postsynaptic potentials, which in turn flattens out the hyperpolarization after postsynaptic spikes and thus compensates for the attenuated spike amplitudes in this regime. Due to the postsynaptic potential the LTP part of the STDP modification window is distorted, as Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}A shows. By coincidence, this additional depression was also measured in Figure 2D of Sjöström et al. ([@B58]).

![**Experiments of Sjöström et al. ([@B58]) using LCP with LIAF and Sjöström parameter set (cf. Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"})**. **(A)** resulting STDP window; **(B)** correlated rate protocol (7), *E* = 6.3; **(C)** Frequency-dependent STDP (2), *E* = 1.6. Total error: *E* = 2.9.](fnsyn-02-00033-g013){#F13}

As can be seen when comparing the analytical expression of Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A and the simulation of Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}B, the qualitative plasticity behavior caused by a Θ*~u~* ≠ 0 corresponds to the analytical derivation, but the absolute value of Θ*~u~* necessary to effect a certain behavioral change differs. This is due to the fact that Θ*~u~* works mainly as an offset to the exponential refractoriness, which is assumed to extend to infinity in the analytical derivation. Thus, the overall area of the refractoriness and consequently the effect of Θ*~u~* is larger in the analytical expression compared to the simulation, where the refractoriness is cut off with the next pulse. Correspondingly, Θ*~u~* has to have higher absolute values in the simulation to achieve the same kind of effect.

The increased potentiation due to accumulated presynaptic conductance (all-to-all interaction) and its influence on membrane voltage via postsynaptic potentials also leads to more potentiation at high frequencies in the frequency-dependent STDP experiment (2), despite attenuation of postsynaptic spikes, cf. Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}C. Consequently, LCP with LIAF leads to steadily increasing LTP with pairing frequency for both pre-post and post-pre pairings, which is more consistent with the experimental data than LCP with SRM (see Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}B).

Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}C investigates the behavior of LCP with LIAF with respect to the voltage control experiment (8). Since the LCP rule contains only a single voltage threshold, whereas the experimental results in Artola et al. ([@B7]) and Ngezahayo et al. ([@B46]) suggest two thresholds, only the crossover from LTD to LTP is replicated, not the diminishing LTD below a certain membrane voltage.

However, if we rather take the LCP voltage threshold as a parameter and interpret the postsynaptic voltage clamp as activity level (i.e., equivalent to the time-averaged postsynaptic frequency, see also the discussion in Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]), some similarity can still be observed to the plasticity reported in Ngezahayo et al. ([@B46]). As seen in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A, a decrease in Θ*~u~* shifts the lower (i.e., LTD) threshold to higher frequencies, while at the same time transferring the LTP threshold to lower frequencies. So the curve for a depressed synapse in Ngezahayo et al. ([@B46]) with an almost flat part followed by a single threshold for LTP could be approximately reproduced by a low Θ*~u~*, while a high positive Θ*~u~* acts to widen the LTD portion of the plasticity curve in both directions, similar to the potentiated synapse of Ngezahayo et al. ([@B46]).

We further tested LCP with LIAF with the presynaptic burst protocol (5). Experimental results showed a decreasing amount of potentiation if more presynaptic spikes were added to a pre-burst-post pairing. In contrast, for post-pre-burst pairings, the number of presynaptic spikes did not influence the amount of depression. A standard STDP model can not reproduce these findings, as is shown in Figure [14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}A. In nearest-neighbor mode, potentiation for pre-burst-post stays constant regardless of the number of presynaptic spikes, whereas in all-to-all mode, potentiation even increases, because more pre-post pairings are taken into account. For the post-pre-burst case, depression increases with the number of presynaptic spikes, since more post-pre pairings exist.

![**Presynaptic burst pairing protocol (5), full lines: pre-burst-post case, experiments and reproduction, dashed lines post-pre-burst case, experiments and reproduction**. **(A)** standard STDP, **(B)** LCP with LIAF with nearest-neighbor interaction, **(C)** LCP with LIAF with all-to-all interaction. For the Θ*~u~* curve in **(B)** and **(C)**, we set Θ*~u~* = 1 mV; for the Θ*~u~* + PSP curve, we set Θ*~u~* = 2 mV and *U*~PSP~ = 1 mV; for the "none" curve, we set Θ*~u~* = 0 mV and *U*~PSP~ = 0 mV. STDP parameters taken from Froemke et al. ([@B24]) (cf. Froemke 2 parameter set, see also discussion at Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} for LCP with SRM in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, additional LCP with LIAF parameters (interaction mode, *U*~PSP~) as stated in the last sentences).](fnsyn-02-00033-g014){#F14}

Figures [14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}B,C shows that LCP with LIAF has similar problems in reproducing the experimental results. Without extensions, LCP with LIAF behaves essentially like standard STDP. Because the protocol employs only one postsynaptic spike, behavioral differences due to the resetting of the postsynaptic membrane potential do not appear; also, attenuation of postsynaptic spikes is effectless. All other parameters affect both pre-post and post-pre pairings in the same direction. Increasing the voltage threshold Θ*~u~* adds depression that increases with the number of presynaptic spikes, because the (constant) negative voltage difference (*u* − Θ*~u~*) is integrated over a longer time, multiplied with more presynaptic activity. Postsynaptic potentials counterbalance this effect, because they raise the membrane potential. Replacing nearest-neighbor with all-to-all interaction strengthens the influence of postsynaptic potentials and otherwise amplifies the weight change with increased number of presynaptic spikes, because presynaptic activity is accumulating. Incorporating all these effects, either pre-post or post-pre behavior can be reproduced, but not both with the same parameter set. Like for the standard STDP rule, the difference between the weight changes for the pre-post and the post-pre case increases in both versions of the LCP rule, but it decreases in the experimental results.

Discussion {#s14}
==========

From the experiments described in Artola et al. ([@B7]), Holthoff et al. ([@B28]), Kampa et al. ([@B31]), Lisman and Spruston ([@B37]), Ngezahayo et al. ([@B46]), and Sjöström et al. ([@B57]), it can be postulated that a significant ingredient of synaptic plasticity are localized, voltage driven processes. We have taken this hypothesis one step further, creating a plasticity rule where the complete synaptic plasticity is dependent on the postsynaptic membrane potential. Is this supported by the mechanisms underlying the generation of synaptic plasticity? According to (Aihara et al., [@B5]; Sjöström et al., [@B57]), a slow inactivation of the Calcium channels following a medium Calcium elevation is necessary for LTD, whereas a fast Calcium spike produces LTP. According to the time constants and voltage dependencies shown on page 217 of Koch ([@B33]), a membrane potential below resting (\<−65 mV) produces this slow inactivation. If a PSC arrives during the refractoriness period, it would lead to a temporary increase in membrane potential (while staying below resting potential), thus producing this medium Calcium activation followed by a prolonged inactivation. This mechanism is replicated in the LCP rule by the convolution of the PSC with the membrane potential during the refractoriness period. However, if the membrane potential is above rest when the PSC arrives, the shorter time constant governing this operating region of the membrane voltage (see Figure 9.3 of Koch, [@B33]) produces a sharp increase and subsequent decay in Calcium levels as a response to the PSC, thus forming LTP (Aihara et al., [@B5]). In our LCP rule, the membrane potential is above rest for a postsynaptic action potential and (for LCP with LIAF) for PSC-caused sub-threshold elevations of the membrane. When this depolarized membrane potential is convolved with a coincident PSC, the rule produces LTP.

The LCP rule is thus driven by the underlying short term dynamics of the neuron and synapse. The mechanisms producing LTP and LTD are similar to (Saudargiene et al., [@B50]; Shah et al., [@B55]), with the weight determined by a convolution of pre- and postsynaptic waveforms. Introducing a voltage dependence for such a rule, however, does not necessarily result in a plasticity function dependent on voltage. For example, in Saudargiene et al. ([@B50]), the voltage dependence is cancelled out by the symmetric scaling of both the LTP and LTD part of the STDP curve. Similarly, the model of Saudargiene et al. ([@B50]) indicates that a voltage-dependent threshold does not necessarily translate in a BCM-like frequency threshold. In contrast, we show in Eq. [23](#E27){ref-type="disp-formula"} for LCP with SRM a direct relation between the sliding frequency threshold as defined in the BCM rule and the membrane potential threshold of Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Also, we show the direct plasticity-voltage dependence as defined in Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the experiment in Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}C, albeit only with the LTP/LTD threshold emulated.

The LCP rule, while simple in itself, can replicate complex behavior by incorporating a realistic synaptic/dendritic environment. For example, the inclusion of the AP attenuation (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) or the addition of the PSC influence on the postsynaptic membrane potential (see [LCP with LIAF Neuron](#s13){ref-type="sec"}) resulted in a clear improvement in the ability of the model to replicate experimental findings. These examples show that the LCP rule is very amenable to combinations with further presynaptic or postsynaptic adaption mechanisms (Farajidavar et al., [@B22]). For example, we expect that a presynaptic adaptation such as the one described in Markram et al. ([@B40]) would resolve the discrepancy of the LCP rule with respect to presynaptic bursts (5). This would be similar to what Froemke et al. ([@B24]) achieved when making their revised suppression model dependent on all presynaptic pulses.

Of course, when including additional effects in a plasticity model, there is always the risk of simply fitting the model to specific experimental data. For example, while the state-machine model of Lu et al. ([@B38]) might actually capture some underlying biophysical mechanisms, the fact that its parameters have to be fitted individually for each experiment argues against this. Another example would be the model of Clopath et al. ([@B17]), which extends the original triplet model of Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]) with two voltage thresholds to replicate the data of Artola et al. ([@B7]) and Ngezahayo et al. ([@B46]). While this extension works well, the model produces significantly shorter time constants than the original triplet model after being fitted for experimental data. Thus, an additional longer time constant seems to have been introduced through the depolarizing after-potential of the neuron so that the plasticity model would replicate realistic STDP time windows.

In this context, we argue that the inclusion of the postsynaptic adaptation in both versions of the LCP rule is not simply a fit to experiments. Rather, it is in broad agreement with actual experimental evidence and mechanisms. For example, similar to our implementation, this adaptation chiefly alters the size (amplitude and duration) of the postsynaptic action potential (Tanaka et al., [@B62]; Froemke et al., [@B24]), and the adaptation has the postulated effect on plasticity (Froemke et al., [@B24]). Also, the time constant is compatible (Shah et al., [@B55]). The deflection of the postsynaptic membrane voltage due to the charge represented by the PSC (as included in LCP with LIAF) can, of course, also be motivated from experimental evidence (Artola et al., [@B7]; Koch, [@B33]). The veracity of including presynaptic adaptation similar to (Markram et al., [@B40]) in models of plasticity is proven experimentally in Froemke et al. ([@B24]). We did not include a mechanism for weight dependency in the LCP rule, i.e., all weight changes that are sufficiently separated in time sum linearly. This is because the experimental evidence and computational effect of weight-dependent plasticity is still a matter of controversy (Standage and Trappenberg, [@B61]; Morrison et al., [@B45]). Furthermore, the weight change would depend on the initial weight, a parameter that is unknown in most experimental setups. In the LCP rule, a weight dependence would most naturally be included in the conductance *g*(*t*), leading to equal weight dependence for LTP and LTD.

Regarding the actual weight computation in the LCP rule, a continuously generated synaptic weight based on local state variables seems more in line with the also continuously operating biological processes at the synapse than the assumption of purely discrete, spike timing-driven events as in STDP-type models. For example, a single exponential relating spike time to weight change in classical STDP rules seems an artificial simplification when compared to the spread of results for actual experiments (Bi and Poo, [@B12]). Other plasticity rules take a fundamentally stochastic approach to modeling synaptic plasticity (Elliott, [@B21]), which also replicates the variation seen in classical STDP experiments. However, those rules cannot reconcile the stochastic nature of spike timing experiments with the more deterministic behavior for voltage control (Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]; Sjöström et al., [@B58]) or dendritic spike experiments (Holthoff et al., [@B28]; Kampa et al., [@B31]). In the LCP rule, deterministic or stochastic deflections of the membrane voltage could account for a significant proportion of the statistical spread (see the sweeps in Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A and [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}B). Even for controlled postsynaptic conditions in plasticity experiments, such as APs induced by current pulses or even for a voltage clamp of the soma, the local dendritic membrane potential is subject to stochastic variation (Artola et al., [@B7]) and thus to these possible influences on plasticity.

To further a general model comparison, a detailed discussion of a broad selection of plasticity models is included in the Appendix, with a summarized comparison derived from this discussion given in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. The discussion also includes estimated or proven performance of a model against a fixed set of eight experiments described in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. In the original publications corresponding to each model, these are only verified against an arbitrary sample set of experimental data (usually significantly smaller than the listing provided in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), making a performance comparison of the models very difficult. In contrast, we attempt to describe a "set union" of experiments which incorporates significantly differing aspects of spike-, rate-, and voltage-based plasticity, requiring a model to contain mechanisms that replicate these differing aspects. Single mechanisms can then be extracted from Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} which exhibit both good experiment reproduction and are common to several models. These mechanisms may in turn hint at some underlying biophysical process.

For example, based on the comparison, a case can be made for plasticity influenced by an exponential form of postsynaptic adaptation (Badoual et al., [@B8]; Froemke et al., [@B24]; Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]; Shah et al., [@B55]), which is included in the LCP rule. LCP also exhibits plasticity dependent on waveforms of local state variables (Shouval et al., [@B56]; Saudargiene et al., [@B50]; Badoual et al., [@B8]; Shah et al., [@B55]). As suggested by computational analysis (Pfister et al., [@B49]), the LTP time constant of the LCP rule is equivalent to the PSC time constant, while LTD is based on the membrane time constant. Voltage control is realized in the form of a threshold applied to the postsynaptic membrane potential similar to the models of Clopath et al. ([@B17]), Fusi et al. ([@B25]), and Sjöström et al. ([@B58]). Reproduction of rate behavior (Dudek and Bear, [@B20]) in the LCP rule is assured by applying an event-based form of the pre- and postsynaptic activity to a BCM-like rule as in Toyoizumi et al. ([@B64]). Spike timing is inherent in the LCP rule in the form of starting points of PSCs, APs and the refractoriness period similar to (Abarbanel et al., [@B1]; Badoual et al., [@B8]), but not explicitly modeled as discrete events such as in Froemke et al. ([@B24]), Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]), and Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]). Compared to kinetic or state transition models (Abarbanel et al., [@B1]; Senn, [@B53]; Lu et al., [@B38]), which generate a waveform based on kinetic mechanisms and then compute the resultant weight change based on this waveform, the LCP rule omits this step, taking the (idealized) waveform directly as input. The actual weight generation in the LCP rule based on these waveforms is somewhat similar to trace-based versions of spike timing-driven plasticity rules (Senn, [@B53]; Badoual et al., [@B8]). However, the traces are not merely sampled at the respective opposite event (presynaptic trace for postsynaptic event and vice versa), rather they are convolved and integrated across time. This convolution with a time-continuous presynaptic waveform is also the main difference to the model of Fusi et al. ([@B25]).

Overall, the LCP rule provides a very compact implementation of the above mechanisms. As seen in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, both LCP with SRM and LCP with LIAF combine a very general experiment reproduction ability with one of the lowest parameter counts. Legitimately, the LCP rule could even be interpreted as containing only the voltage threshold and one weight scaling constant as in Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, since all the behavior shown in this paper can be replicated with a reasonable model for the synaptic current and neuron, which are already contained in most simulations or hardware realizations (Indiveri et al., [@B29]; Schemmel et al., [@B51]). Our LCP rule would then be reduced to Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, while the time functions of PSC and postsynaptic membrane potential are taken from other parts of the system. The downside of such an approach would be the reduction in flexibility of the learning rule, making it very dependent on the details of the postsynaptic modeling. However, it significantly reduces the computational effort involved in implementing this rule in hardware or software compared to other STDP/BCM formulations (Mayr et al., [@B42]).

The parameters of the LCP rule may also be metaplastically adjusted in a fashion similar to Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} to replicate metaplasticity mechanisms experimentally observed *in vivo* (Lebel et al., [@B36]; Zelcer et al., [@B70]). For example, reduced post-spike after-hyperpolarization (AHP) seems to be related to enhanced learning in experimental animals (Disterhoft and Oh, [@B18]; Zelcer et al., [@B70]). In the LCP rule, this would correspond to reduced spike attenuation or reduced refractoriness and thus a predisposition toward LTP (see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C). However, after the training is concluded, not only is the AHP again reduced to a relaxed state (Disterhoft and Oh, [@B18]), thus balancing LTD and LTP, there is also an overshoot toward enhanced LTD which can be observed in experimental animals (Lebel et al., [@B36]). Thus, a second effect such as an increase of Θ*~u~* in the LCP rule might follow this reduced AHP and outlast it once the AHP has again assumed a naive state. Do the corresponding time constants support this course of events? From Lebel et al. ([@B36]) and Zelcer et al. ([@B70]), the time constant for changes in AHP can be inferred as approximately 1 day. If we assume Θ*~u~* to be changed by voltage-based metaplasticity similar to (Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]), there seems to be a contradiction, since this metaplasticity is induced more rapidly than the AHP change and would probably also decay long before the respective AHP change, not outlast it. However, this may not represent the true time constant inherent in this form of metaplasticity. We have already established a link between the voltage and frequency thresholds (see Eq. [23](#E27){ref-type="disp-formula"}), so in this context, we may assume the voltage-based (Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]) and rate-based (Wang and Wagner, [@B67]; Abraham et al., [@B4]) metaplastic effects to be caused by a similar mechanism. Both can be established very rapidly by strong stimuli (Wang and Wagner, [@B67]; Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]). This is similar to the one-shot plasticity induction of Holthoff et al. ([@B28]), which does, however, not represent the actual time course of plasticity induction *in vivo* (Lisman and Spruston, [@B37]). In the same vain, the actual time constant of the metaplastic LTD/LTP threshold could rather be inferred from its relaxation time, i.e., the time it takes to return to a naive state, which is about ten days (Abraham et al., [@B4]). This would support the view above, i.e., that the AHP reduction is first activated by a learning task, followed by a slower metaplastic or homeostatic change in the LTD/LTP threshold, which outlasts it after the training is over. In the LCP rule, these AHP changes could be emulated through the adjustment of the extension τ~refr~ and depth *U*~refr~ of the refractoriness. At the same time, a second slower process would adjust Θ*~u~* (see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) to account for the change in LTP/LTD threshold.

Thus, at the price of two additional metaplasticity time constants and the corresponding equations providing long-term adjustments of τ~refr~ and Θ*~u~*, the LCP rule could be extended to provide a holistic yet parsimonious method for exploring the so far little model-accessible field of metaplasticity, while at the same time retaining the ability to replicate a wide range of conventional experimental plasticity data as shown in this manuscript.
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Review of plasticity models
===========================

In the following, each paragraph is devoted to a short discussion of a current plasticity model, which, together with the classification of plasticity mechanisms of Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and the motivational classification of Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, form the basis for the model comparison in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Where possible, Figure and manuscript references for a given model and experiment are detailed in the text.

Conventional STDP
-----------------

(Song et al., [@B59]; Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]): Since the conventional exponential formulation of STDP has originally been proposed to reproduce STDP (1) of Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, this experiment poses no problem (Figure 1E in Froemke and Dan, [@B23]), receiving classification "f" in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Experiments (2)--(5) rely mainly on some type of short time adaptation, which is not included in basic STDP. The unsatisfactory behavior of conventional STDP with respect to experiments (2), (4), (5) is shown in Figures [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}A, [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}B, and [14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}A, thus receiving "*n*." Triplets (3) are partially reproduced by STDP (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}D), the short time adaptation being only necessary for one quadrant, thus STDP is classified as "h" with respect to this experiment. Conventional STDP is not able to reproduce standard rate (6) (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}C). STDP is able to reproduce BCM behavior for a non-stochastic presynaptic rate sweep as in experiment (6), if the postsynaptic spike is assumed to occur exactly in the middle between two presynaptic spikes (Standage et al., [@B60]). However, since this would assume a very specific rate-dependent pre-post latency which is likely incompatible with actual neuron behavior, we do not take this reproduction into account in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Also, this STDP protocol is not able to reproduce correlated rate (7), as argued in Section ["Benchmark Experiments"](#s3){ref-type="sec"} (see also Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A).

However, the performance of STDP with respect to the rate experiments (6) and (7) is said to depend on the exact implementation of the spike interaction (Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]). The STDP modification of Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]) employs a nearest-neighbor protocol that is centered on the postsynaptic side, i.e., a presynaptic pulse is combined with the immediately preceding and subsequent postsynaptic pulses. It is claimed that this modification makes conventional STDP compatible with BCM. However, at least for the assumption of a fixed postsynaptic Poisson spiking, the presynaptic rate sweep of standard rate (6) has no discernible influence on the plasticity curve (Figure 3 in Mayr et al., [@B43]), producing a flat line that can be altered only through the postsynaptic side. This is of course somewhat due to the postsynaptic stimulus assumption, since the STDP protocol of Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]) is centered around a postsynaptic sweep, not a fixed rate. However, Standage et al. ([@B60]) have shown that STDP cannot reproduce BCM behavior for several other possible postsynaptic reconstructions of Dudek and Bear ([@B20]) even when the protocol of Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]) is applied.

Also, the spike protocol assumption of Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]) is somewhat artificial, since conventional rate experiments are stimulated with a changing rate on the presynaptic side, not a fixed one. Even with changing presynaptic rate, this experimental protocol is very unlikely to lead to a postsynaptic rate that experiences a frequency sweep, but has single spikes totally uncorrelated to the presynaptic spike times, as is assumed for the postsynaptic Poisson sweep in that publication. A more natural assumption would be a strong correlation between presynaptic and postsynaptic rate, with a weak correlation between individual pre- and postsynaptic spike times, as expressed in the stimulation protocol of correlated rate (7). In the context of this experiment, the STDP modification of Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]) is unable to reproduce experimental results (Figure 2 in Mayr et al., [@B43]). Again, the STDP curve is sampled on either side of the postsynaptic pulse, leading to LTP behavior for realistic STDP parameters (i.e., with LTP dominating LTD at short time intervals). Since there is no real difference in simulation results, the more widely used STDP protocol of Morrison et al. ([@B45]) (nearest-neighbor) is employed for STDP simulations. Voltage Control (8) necessitates a mechanism relating voltage to plasticity, which is not included in STDP.

Froemke et al. ([@B24])
-----------------------

The revised suppression model of Froemke et al. ([@B24]) is an extension of the conventional, pair-based STDP formulation. The spike efficacies *A*~+~ and *A*~−~ of STDP are governed by time-averaged versions of the pre- and post-spike train, where short inter-spike-intervals (ISI) have a depressing effect, i.e., the influence of the corresponding pre-post-spike pair on overall plasticity is diminished. The revised suppression model is an extension of the original suppression model (Froemke and Dan, [@B23]), where *A*~+~ and *A*~−~ scale with the complete history of the presynaptic spike train rather than just the last ISI. Standard STDP behavior is not explicitly shown for the revised suppression model, but can very likely be reproduced since both the original and revised suppression model reduce to STDP for low pairing frequencies. An experiment similar to frequency-dependent STDP (2) of Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} is shown to be valid for the model, but this experiment only covers negative pairing time differences. The reproduction of the behavior in experiment (2) for positive time differences (pre-post pairings), is not possible (Figure [15](#F15){ref-type="fig"}). There is very high LTP at low pairing frequencies, not the zero weight potentiation found in Sjöström et al. ([@B58]), caused by the essentially STDP nature of the model at these frequencies. For an increase in pairing frequency, the LTP decreases steeply to the amplitude difference between LTP and LTD bounds (the horizontal line between 15 and 70 Hz), since a very large amount of LTP is still being generated by the pre-post pairings, but there is an increase in postsynaptic relative to presynaptic efficacy suppression, due to the differing time constants. The effect of the later postsynaptic spikes diminishes, causing a large increase in LTD. For frequencies above 70 Hz, the presynaptic spikes in each burst are also suppressed, so that the equivalent protocol would reduce to conventional one-pairing STDP (all spikes after the first spike in each burst are suppressed), leading to enhanced LTP. Turning off the weight bounds of Froemke et al. ([@B24]) completes the curve now obscured by the horizontal line, but results in no qualitative difference.

![**Reproduction of frequency-dependent STDP (pre-post pairings) and of the correlated rate protocol for the revised suppression model of Froemke et al. ([@B24]), parameters from Froemke et al. ([@B24])**.](fnsyn-02-00033-g015){#F15}

The original suppression model is able to reproduce triplet (3) behavior (Figure 3B in Froemke and Dan, [@B23]). However, triplet behavior for the revised model discussed here has only been shown for the limited number of cases which overlap with the burst experiments of Froemke et al. ([@B24]). It is somewhat likely that the revised suppression model is also compatible with the other triplet experiments, since the newly introduced dependence on all presynaptic pulses reduces to the immediately preceding one for low triplet repetition frequencies. However, it is not clear what consequence the postsynaptic scaling and the significantly longer postsynaptic efficacy time constant have especially in the post-pre-post case. The reproduction of quadruplet (4) behavior is not shown, but is also likely since quadruplets are replicated with the original suppression model (Figure 3C in Froemke and Dan, [@B23]) and also because of the similarities between (Froemke et al., [@B24]) and the model of Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]). The revised suppression model is of course able to reproduce burst (5) plasticity (Figures 4B,D in Froemke et al., [@B24]), since it is built on the basis of those experiments.

As derived analytically by (Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]), the original suppression model of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) is not able to reproduce BCM-like behavior for Poisson spike trains. This is also evident from the simulations documented in Figure 3 of Froemke et al. ([@B24]), where the original suppression model fails to cross from LTD to LTP with rising burst frequency. However, the same diagram shows BCM-like behavior for the revised suppression model. Thus, the nearest-neighbor protocol of Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]) is not the only way to make STDP compatible with protocols showing BCM-like behavior, the presynaptic all-to-all suppression of spike efficacy in the revised suppression model (Froemke et al., [@B24]) can evidently serve the same purpose.

However, the model is still incompatible both with the standard rate experiment (6) for all postsynaptic settings (Figure 3 in Mayr et al., [@B43]) and with correlated rate (7). Replicating the correlated rate experiment in the revised suppression model with the parameter set of Froemke et al. ([@B24]) leads only to LTP behavior, with 30% weight increase for low pairing frequencies (Figure [15](#F15){ref-type="fig"}). As argued above for STDP in connection with this experimental protocol, this is caused by the sampling/summation of the asymmetric STDP LTP/LTD amplitudes. The overall curve progression to higher pairing frequencies is caused by similar effects as cited above for the pre-post frequency-dependent STDP protocol, with a decrease in LTP and subsequent increase at very high pairing frequencies. However, the amplitude is reduced due to the averaging/scaling effect of having both post-pre and pre-post pairings at varying time differences. There is no mechanism for voltage control (8) included in the model.

Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48])
-----------------------------

The model of Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]) is another extension of the conventional, pair-based STDP formulation. Additional to the presynaptic and postsynaptic pulse traces used in iterative implementations of standard STDP (Morrison et al., [@B45]), secondary presynaptic and postsynaptic trace variables with separate time constants are introduced. These new traces modulate the weight change: at a postsynaptic spike, the weight is increased dependent on the first presynaptic trace like in standard STDP, but the amplitude of the LTP weight change is increased with the second postsynaptic trace. Likewise, the LTD amplitude is modulated by the second presynaptic trace. Thus, these new traces introduce a form of adaptation to the presynaptic and postsynaptic side. However, in contrast to the model of Froemke et al. ([@B24]), previous spiking activity increases LTD and LTP amplitude. Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]) show that the second presynaptic trace in their model can be neglected without significantly impairing reproduction of experimental results, reducing the model to 3 time constants and 3 scaling factors. We therefore use this simplified model in our comparison. Standard STDP (1) (Figure 3 in Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]) and quadruplet (4) (Figure 5B in Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]) protocols pose no problem to the model. Furthermore, the model can well reproduce frequency-dependent STDP (2) (Figure 5A in Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]). Regarding experiment (3), the model of Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]) is built to replicate the triplets of Wang et al. ([@B68]) (Figures 5C,D in Pfister and Gerstner, [@B48]), not the ones of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]). The presynaptic burst pairing protocol (5) can very likely not be accounted for by the reduced Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]) model, because it does not incorporate presynaptic adaptation and thus performs like STDP. Even the full model is likely to be not compatible with the experimental results, because for the pre-burst-post protocol, its presynaptic adaption is not included in the weight change and for the post-pre-burst protocol, presynaptic adaptation leads to increased LTD, conflicting with the measurements. The authors show an analytical relationship to BCM behavior for their rule for presynaptic and postsynaptic Poisson spike trains. However, this derivation cannot be generalized to experimental protocols as discussed in Section ["Benchmark Experiments,"](#s3){ref-type="sec"} e.g., standard rate (6) is not reproduced (Figure 3 in Mayr et al., [@B43]). In the nearest-neighbor version, the reduced model is compatible with correlated rate (7) (Figure 2B in Mayr et al., [@B43]). Voltage control experiments (8) can not be reproduced by the model, because it does not include a dependency on membrane potential.

Benuskova and Abraham ([@B11])
------------------------------

The STDP modification described in Benuskova and Abraham ([@B11]) aims to provide a level of metaplasticity to the standard STDP formulation. The positive and negative weight scaling factors are adjusted by dividing respectively multiplying with the mean of the postsynaptic pulse activity across a 60 s time window. The expression used for the sliding mean is somewhat problematic in the context of the BCM formulation of Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]). Benuskova and Abraham ([@B11]) state that their Θ*~M~* translates in a sliding of the frequency threshold ϑ computed in Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]). However, when computing the original ϑ of Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]) as a function of the weight scaling "threshold" Θ*~M~* for the STDP parameters used in Benuskova and Abraham ([@B11]), only a very narrow useful range of Θ*~M~* can be found where the resulting ϑ forms a valid threshold. This range starts $\Theta_{M} = \sqrt{- A_{+}/\tau_{-} \cdot}\tau_{+}/A_{-} = 0.63,$ at where ϑ crosses to positive values, and $\Theta_{M} = \sqrt{- A_{+}/}A_{-} = 1.41,$ where ϑ has a pole, i.e., the threshold jumps to infinity. In reality, this range is even smaller, since ϑ leaves the range of useful frequency values at about Θ*~M~* = 1.2. At Θ*~M~* values above the pole, ϑ is negative, reaching ϑ~inf~ = −1/τ~+~ when Θ*~M~* goes to infinity. Since this dynamic range for Θ*~M~* is quite narrow, a Θ*~M~* that according to Eq. [10](#E10){ref-type="disp-formula"} of Benuskova and Abraham ([@B11]) varies almost linearly with the pulse frequency (i.e., exhibits the same dynamic range) is not compatible with the declared goal of the authors of providing ϑ of Izhikevich and Desai ([@B30]) with a valid metaplastic variation ability. The scaling constant α given in Benuskova and Abraham ([@B11]) would also result in Θ*~M~* ≫ 1.41 and thus in a negative frequency threshold. As to the experiment reproduction, the model of Benuskova and Abraham ([@B11]) can probably show the conventional STDP (1) behavior it is originally derived from, although the metaplasticity time constant (60 s) is longer than the usual pairing separation distance in experiments (10 s), which might result in a change in the shape of the STDP curves during the course of the experiment. The assessment for experiments (2)--(5) and (7) is as stated above for conventional STDP, the metaplasticity time constant is too large to significantly affect the models' behavior with respect to these experiments. Although a protocol similar to (Dudek and Bear, [@B20]) is employed in eliciting heterosynaptic metaplasticity, standard rate (6) behavior is not demonstrated, i.e., no frequency sweep is carried out (Figure 1 in Benuskova and Abraham, [@B11]). Also, the link between the sliding threshold and the postsynaptic membrane potential is not clear, so the derivation cannot be used to extend STDP to voltage control (8).

Senn ([@B53])
-------------

This paper models the discharge probability *P*~dis~ of a synapse for each incoming pulse as being modified in a plastic way, equivalent to the synaptic strength/weight in other plasticity mechanisms. A set of receptors N is introduced that can make transitions from a recovered state *N*~rec~ either into an upregulating state *N*~up~ triggered by a presynaptic spike, or into a downregulating state triggered by a postsynaptic spike *N*~dn~. Two secondary messengers *S*~up~ and *S*~dn~ are used to generate a time-averaged version of these receptor states. For generation of LTP, the running mean of the presynaptic activity as stored in its corresponding secondary messenger is weighted with a threshold and then read out when a postsynaptic pulse occurs, which upregulates *P*~dis~. The opposite mechanism (presynaptic spike samples mean of postsynaptic activity) is active for the downregulation (LTD). This is similar to a trace-based version of STDP (Morrison et al., [@B45]), with additional pre- and postsynaptic adaptation through the secondary messengers. For low frequency pairings as in the conventional STDP (1) protocol, very little overall plasticity is produced (Figure 6A in Senn et al., [@B54]). For higher pairing frequencies, the curve shape diverges significantly from the conventional exponential STDP assumption, but still seems a good reproduction (Figure 6B in Senn et al., [@B54]). With regard to frequency-dependent STDP (2), only the pre-post pairing sweep is reproduced (Figure 1B in Senn, [@B53]). Due to the threshold property of the model, post-pre pairings start at zero potentiation for low frequencies, not at significant LTD as seen in the experimental data. Triplets (3) are reproduced by the model (Figure 2A in Senn, [@B53]). Quadruplet (4) reproduction is somewhat likely, since there exists both pre- and postsynaptic attenuation in the model, but has not been shown. Burst (5) is expected to be compatible with the model, since presynaptic adaptation/depression is part of the model and since at least an increasing number of pairings shows decreasing LTP (Figure 5A in Senn et al., [@B54]). An experiment similar to standard rate (6) is shown to be compatible with the model (Figure 1D in Senn, [@B53]). Correlated rate (7) can likely be reproduced, since at least the pre-post case of frequency-dependent STDP is compatible with the model. As to voltage control (8), there are two separate thresholds for LTP and LTD included in the model, but their mapping to voltage remains unclear.

Abarbanel et al. ([@B1])
------------------------

This model is based on kinetic equations, i.e., first order differential equations which govern the transition between two states of a system. The processes represented by the differential equations are presynaptic neurotransmitter release P(t) and postsynaptic activity D(t), with disturbance functions that represent pre- and postsynaptic action potentials. Both processes are cross-wise added to derive the weight in a mixture of competition and cooperation, i.e., both are needed for a weight change, but the relative timing of events in P(t) and D(t) determines the sign of the weight change. Pre- and postsynaptic competition respectively cooperation as a source for LTP and LTD has also been shown experimentally (Tzounopoulos et al., [@B66]). Based on the fact that the kinetic equations for dirac-like disturbance functions can be solved as exponential functions scaled with the dirac area, expressions for STDP-like single-spike pairings as well as random spike trains are derived. Based on the STDP (1) plasticity replication shown in these analyses (Figure 1 in Abarbanel et al., [@B1]), a parameter fit to STDP is carried out which is used for simulating other spike protocols. Frequency-dependent STDP (2) is replicated qualitatively (Figure 2 in Abarbanel et al., [@B1], with LTP/LTD behavior at low pairing frequency, the difference between both curves decreases with increasing frequency, the LTP curve increases, the LTD curve crosses over to LTP). However, there are significant differences in the quantitative reproduction, e.g., relative to the LTP value of both curves for 50 Hz, both start out at almost zero weight change, i.e., the LTD behavior of the low frequency pairings and the initial difference between both curves is almost insignificant. As evident from this experiment, the model offers pre- and postsynaptic superposition, i.e., the effects of subsequent pulses overlap. However, no pre- or postsynaptic adaptation is included where earlier pulses influence subsequent ones. Thus, Triplets (3), which rely on postsynaptic adaptation, can probably be reproduced by the model only in an STDP-fashion. Likewise, bursts (5) rely on presynaptic adaptation, and quadruplets (4) on pre- and postsynaptic adaptation, which likely make them incompatible with the model of Abarbanel et al. ([@B1]). As to standard (6) and correlated (7) rate, although BCM-like behavior could be inferred from the reproduction of experiment (2), a standard pre- and postsynaptic Poisson sweep produces only LTP (Figure 3 in Abarbanel et al., [@B1]). If the clamped postsynaptic behavior in Figure 5 of Abarbanel et al. ([@B1]) is taken to represent membrane voltage, the model of Abarbanel et al. ([@B1]) seems to provide at least an LTD/LTP threshold, so voltage control (8) can probably be partially replicated.

Badoual et al. ([@B8])
----------------------

In this model, biophysically realistic formulations for a compartmental neuron and an AMPA/NMDA synapse are given, and a two-state kinetic plasticity process is assumed, with separate artificial LTP and LTD "enzymes." The behavior of the model is similar to other kinetic models (Abarbanel et al., [@B1]; Lu et al., [@B38]; Zou and Destexhe, [@B71]), producing a conventional STDP (1) curve with a soft crossover from LTP to LTD at small time differences between pre- and postsynaptic pulses (Figure 6 in Badoual et al., [@B8]). The plasticity derivation is similar to (Saudargiene et al., [@B50]), i.e., since the weight update is a function of the underlying waveforms (e.g., Calcium), the STDP weight change curve is a function of the waveform characteristics (time constants, amplitudes). Similar to STDP, the biophysical model partially reproduces triplet (3) behavior (Figure 11C in Badoual et al., [@B8], compare also Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}D). Frequency-dependent STDP (2) is reproduced by this model, albeit with significantly lower LTD/LTP threshold frequency (Figure 7A in Badoual et al., [@B8]). Quadruplets (4) are not tested for the model, but its performance is probably similar to STDP, based on the triplet results. The performance with respect to the experiments (5), (6), and (7) involving rate changes is unknown, since the model on the one hand performs very similar to STDP for some experiments, but also incorporates rate effects which enable it to reproduce experiment (2). With regard to voltage control (8), there exist possibly voltage-dependent state variables (e.g., Ca^2+^ concentration), but it is not clear if those state variables can be influenced by a voltage signal in a way that would produce behavior compatible with experiment (8).

In a second modeling approach, the authors carry out a simplification of their biophysical model, essentially reducing it to conventional STDP, then add pre- and postsynaptic efficacy traces (for current and preceding spike). Basically, this results in a copy of the original suppression model of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]), with added soft weight bounds, but as stated in Badoual et al. ([@B8]), these bounds do not affect its basic behavior. STDP behavior (1) is replicated (Figure 4B in Badoual et al., [@B8]), while frequency-dependent STDP (2), cannot be replicated (Figure 7B in Badoual et al., [@B8]). Triplets (3) are naturally fully compatible with the model (Figure 11D in Badoual et al., [@B8], also Figure 2A in Froemke and Dan, [@B23]). Quadruplets and presynaptic bursts (5) are fully replicated (Figure 3C in Froemke and Dan ([@B23]) respectively Figures 4B,D in Froemke et al., [@B24]). The performance with respect to the rate experiments (6) and (7) is very likely similar to the model of Froemke et al. ([@B24]) without weight bounds, which would still leave the model incapable of replicating the experiment (Figures 2 and 3 in Mayr et al., [@B43]). A voltage threshold/dependence (8) is not included in the model. A slightly different version of this model is introduced in Zou and Destexhe ([@B71]), with the soft weight bounds and the pre- and postsynaptic efficacy traces directly coupled with the kinetic model. Since this only introduces the same spike efficacies as the original suppression model (Froemke and Dan, [@B23]) onto a basically STDP curve shape, the results with regard to experiments (1) through (8) should be the same as those discussed for the simplified model of Badoual et al. ([@B8]).

Lu et al. ([@B38])
------------------

This paper presents a finite state model with a resting, a pre and a post state governed by the local actions at the synapse. Transitions between states are caused by a change from a pre- to a postsynaptic pulse (and vice versa), as well as between two consecutive pre- or postsynaptic pulses. This is somewhat similar to the transitions between states in a kinetic model. Each transition starts a decaying and an increasing exponential trace with different time constants, with the amplitude of the exponential trace read-out at the time difference between the pulses defining the transition (pre-pre, pre-post, post-pre, post-post). Both traces are multiplied to form a weight change rate. The weight change rates for all transitions are then non-linearly weighted in a weight-saturation (soft bound) scheme and added to arrive at the overall weight change. A drawback of this model is that it employs the same time constants and scaling factors for pre- and postsynaptic adaptation as for the pre-post and post-pre weight derivation function. Consequently, while the model is able to replicate a range of experimental results, a new parameter set (with values differing by a factor of 10) is required for each new experiment, even though all experimental data is derived from very similar synapses (same preparation, brain region, animal, etc.), and should therefore be reproducible with a single parameter set. Experiments (1), (3), and (4) are replicated (Figure 2 in Lu et al., [@B38]; Table 1 in Lu et al., [@B38]; Figure 3 in Lu et al., [@B38],respectively). The error fit for quadruplets (4) results in a different, but still faithful approximation curve compared to the usual assumption in Hartley et al. ([@B27]) and Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]). With regard to any of the experiments involving rate changes, an analytical expression similar to (Appleby and Elliot, [@B6]) for a pre- and postsynaptic Poisson sweep is developed, which shows typical BCM behavior. However, the derivation of Appleby and Elliot ([@B6]) relies on rate-dependent changes in the distribution of the pre-post time difference, which would make this derivation (and possibly the entire rule) incompatible with correlated rate (7). The model may be able to reproduce standard rate (6) at least for some postsynaptic reconstructions, since this experiment is more in line with the Poisson sweep of the mathematical derivation in Appleby and Elliot ([@B6]) and Lu et al. ([@B38]). Since it is not proven whether the model is compatible with experiments involving a fixed pre-post distribution in combination with a frequency sweep, the reproduction of frequency-dependent STDP (2) is also unclear. Bursts (5) are probably compatible since they involve a presynaptic adaptation also required for the conventional triplet experiment (compare burst reproduction with original triplet model in Figures 4B,D in Froemke et al., [@B24]). Regarding experiment (8), there is no mechanism for voltage control; the model is purely spike timing governed.

Pfister et al. ([@B49])
-----------------------

A learning rule is derived which lets a postsynaptic neuron fire at precise moments in time relative to some presynaptic input. The presynaptic input is modeled similar to the PSC of Eq. [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, but with a second exponential producing an additional rise time. The neuron is also similar to Section ["Neuron Dynamics: Spike Response Model,"](#s5){ref-type="sec"} i.e., a simple spike response model as in Eq. [5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, but without the action potential and with escape noise added to the firing threshold. Based on this neuron and a supervised learning paradigm, the neuron has to learn to spike relative to presynaptic single spikes, a spike ensemble and a spike pattern (repeated spikes by the same neuron relative, combined over a population). Constraints are used in the form of a penalty for spiking at undesired times, or a mean target firing rate, or in restricting the learning rule to temporal locality. Extracting the equivalent STDP window from the learning rule, the LTP for pre-post pairings is always governed by the time constant of the presynaptic pulse, reflecting the charging of the membrane capacitance by the EPSP. LTD for post-pre pairings results from the learning rule only if constraints are used. In most cases, the LTD side reflects the refractoriness characteristics of the spike response model (time constant and amplitude). Thus, STDP behavior (1) is shown (Figure 3B in Pfister et al., [@B49]). Since no adaptation or general second order effects are integrated in the model and its plasticity curve reflects STDP, the performance with respect to the other experiments is expected to be very similar to conventional STDP (Song et al., [@B59]). The reproduction of the rate experiments (6, 7) is probably similar to (Baras and Meir, [@B9]), i.e., such supervised optimized learning rules can replicate BCM in a fashion similar to (Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]), with its attendant shortcomings as discussed for STDP. Computational learning rules based on neuron characteristics such as refractoriness can be made more broadly compatible with BCM terminology by incorporating additional rate-dependent state variables (Toyoizumi et al., [@B64]). However, the model of Pfister et al. ([@B49]) lacks these higher-order dependencies. Computational models can also be extended toward biophysically realistic formulations. For example, Saudargiene et al. ([@B50]) introduce a biology-driven plasticity function that develops the computational capability of detecting correlations between input and output signals in an unsupervised scenario. Similar to (Pfister et al., [@B49]), the LTP part of the STDP window is based on the shape of the EPSP. However, the LTD for the post-pre case is dependent on bAP, not on refractoriness characteristics. Different forms of STDP are accounted for by modifying those curve shapes or the interaction between the pre- and postsynaptic side. Interestingly, the model of Saudargiene et al. ([@B50]), in contrast to (Pfister et al., [@B49]), includes a voltage dependence. However, this results only in a correlated scaling of both LTP and LTD, so that the resulting overall plasticity is unchanged. Thus, neither the model of Pfister et al. ([@B49]) nor (Saudargiene et al., [@B50]) can replicate the voltage control (8) experiment.

Shah et al. ([@B55])
--------------------

This model employs a biophysical formulation of the bAP as well as an exponential decay modeling of the EPSP to compute the postsynaptic membrane potential, which in turn governs a biophysical formulation of the resultant Calcium dynamics. The Calcium time course is then entered into two separate functions, η and Ω, driven by its temporal dynamics and its amplitude. Both functions are multiplicatively combined to form the overall weight change. This basic model, introduced in Shouval et al. ([@B56]), is extended in Shah et al. ([@B55]) to include attenuation of EPSPs similar to (Tsodyks and Markram, [@B65]). Also, to achieve a better fit to the triplet experiments, this attenuation is extended to the bAPs with a motivation parallel to the model of Froemke and Dan ([@B23]). Most of the parameters of the biophysical model are not based on numerical fits to the plasticity experiments and thus do not represent degrees of freedom of the model, consequently not being listed in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Degrees of freedom with regard to resultant plasticity are represented by all parameters of η and Ω, the Calcium equation, and both attenuations. The presynaptic attenuation is initially supplied with biophysically motivated parameters, but then modified using an unrealistic pre- time constant and magnitude to achieve a better experimental fit. With regard to STDP (1), Calcium based rules usually are able to reproduce the LTD side of STDP (1), but also partially produce LTD for positive spike time differences (Figure 3C in Shouval et al., [@B56]). There exist attempts at deriving a more realistic STDP curve by changing the relation between Calcium dynamics and change in weight (Kurashige and Sakai, [@B34]), which are, however, much removed from a quantitatively realistic Ca^2+^-weight dependence (Aihara et al., [@B5]). Even those heavily modified Ca^2+^ dependencies result in STDP curves with unrealistic LTD/LTP ratio and time constants/curves not supported by experimental data (Bi and Poo, [@B12]; Froemke and Dan, [@B23]). Although shown only indirectly (Figure 4B in Shouval et al., [@B56]), the model should be able to replicate frequency-dependent STDP (2). Triplets (3) are reproduced (Figure 4 in Shah et al., [@B55]). No data exists with regard to quadruplets (4). Since the model incorporates both pre- and postsynaptic attenuation and exhibits triplet behavior, burst (5) plasticity should be compatible. Standard rate (6) is reproduced by the model (Figure 3B in Shouval et al., [@B56]). Since both this and experiment (2) are compatible with the model, correlated rate (7) should also pose no problem. The model contains an explicit modeling of the membrane voltage and uses this voltage, e.g., when computing the NMDA receptor current. Based on this and the voltage sweep of Figure 5 in Shouval et al. ([@B56]), a compatibility with voltage control (8) is assigned in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. However, since both (Shah et al., [@B55]) and (Shouval et al., [@B56]) are missing the equations for BPAP summation and overall membrane voltage computation, the compatibility with voltage control (8) cannot be completely ascertained. A notable exception to the unrealistic STDP curves produced by Ca^2+^ based models is the model of Hartley et al. ([@B27]), where a Ca^2+^ based model uses two separate mechanisms for LTP and LTD, essentially combining a kinetic and a Calcium model, which exhibits a realistic STDP (1) curve, reproduces triplets (3), and somewhat reproduces quadruplets (4). Its main drawback is its large parameter space (ca. 20), similar to other biophysically realistic models, which either makes it unreliable in fitting specific plasticity data or would require a large database of differently styled experiments to be accurately determined.

Clopath et al. ([@B17])
-----------------------

The model introduced in Clopath et al. ([@B15]) and Clopath et al. ([@B17]) combines the spike-based methodology of STDP with voltage-based mechanisms. For LTD, a trace of the postsynaptic membrane potential is used as indicator of postsynaptic activity (pulses). This trace is sampled at presynaptic pulses, similar to an iterative implementation of STDP (Morrison et al., [@B45]). However, if the trace has a value lower than a threshold Θ~−~, no LTD is induced. For LTP, a trace of presynaptic pulses is integrated during postsynaptic spiking. Thereby, the spike is detected by a second threshold Θ~+~. With this mechanism, the sampling of presynaptic activity as in STDP is combined with a LTP voltage threshold compatible with experimental results (Ngezahayo et al., [@B46]). These two thresholds are similar to those in the model of Senn ([@B53]). Additionally, the presynaptic trace is weighted with a second trace of the membrane potential, introducing a postsynaptic adaptation mechanism. With its direct and temporally filtered influence of the postsynaptic activity on plasticity, the model also has some similarities to the model of Toyoizumi et al. ([@B64]). The model relies on the adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire (AdEx) neuron, extended by a depolarizing spike after-potential, for generating the membrane voltage curves necessary for calculating the weight change. In Clopath et al. ([@B17]), this after-potential has a longer time constant than that of the voltage traces. Thus, it dominates their behavior and is essential for, e.g., the LTD part of STDP (1) and the frequency dependence of STDP (2). We therefore included its scaling and time constant in the list of learning parameters. In contrast, the parameters of the AdEx neuron are not based on plasticity experiments, so we did not include them.

STDP results (1) are reproduced (Figure 2A in Clopath et al., [@B17]). For purely spike-based protocols, the model of Clopath et al. ([@B17]) essentially maps to the reduced triplet rule of Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]). Thus, results of triplet (3) and quadruplet experiments (4) are expected to be reproducible with the model, as also stated in the discussion in Clopath et al. ([@B17]). A postsynaptic burst protocol is shown (Figure 3 in Clopath et al., [@B17]), but as with the reduced triplet rule, doubts can be raised with respect to the performance in a presynaptic burst experiment (5). As the performance cannot be estimated with any confidence, the model of Clopath et al. ([@B17]) receives "?" for experiment (5). A similar induction protocol to the standard rate protocol (6) is shown in Figure 1F of Clopath et al. ([@B16]). Thus the model can likely reproduce the protocol, although significant differences between both induction protocols in the pulse patterns and number of stimulated synapses do not validate a classification "f." In extension of the original model of Pfister and Gerstner ([@B48]), the model may even be compatible with a non-spiking postsynaptic side for experiment (6) if the influence of the presynaptic pulses on the neuron is assumed to increase the postsynaptic membrane potential. As the model is able to reproduce both experiment (2) and a version of standard rate (6), correlated rate should also be compatible (7). With its two voltage thresholds, the model can well reproduce voltage control experiments (8) (Figure 1H in Clopath et al., [@B17]).

Sjöström et al. ([@B58])
------------------------

This model derives LTP behavior as a sigmoidal dependence on the measurement of the residual depolarization just before a postsynaptic spike. In addition, the amount of LTP is linearly dependent on the interval between the last two postsynaptic spikes (similar to Froemke and Dan, [@B23]). LTP is produced only if the presynaptic spike occurs within a certain time window prior to the postsynaptic one. LTD is obtained as the mean amount of LTD produced by a set of experiments, which is awarded to a spike pairing occurring within a certain time window. The discussion in the following centers on Model 3, which has a postsynaptic-centered nearest-neighbor interaction similar to (Izhikevich and Desai, [@B30]), with the modifications that a postsynaptic spike that participated in an LTP interaction cannot also partake in an LTD pairing.

Interestingly, this model is also one of the few possessing a direct membrane voltage dependence, emulating experiments which feature forms of voltage control (Figures 5 and 6 in Sjöström et al., [@B58]). Thus, it might be usable to reproduce experiment (8) if coupled with some kind of neuron/depolarization model. However, since it lacks those features at the moment, instead deriving one measured parameter (plasticity) based on another measured parameter (depolarization), it cannot be employed in stand-alone simulations of plasticity. Since the behavior of the depolarization during the experimental protocols not carried out in Sjöström et al. ([@B58]) is unclear, the following assessment of the rule is very speculative. The rule is probably able to reproduce STDP (1) in a fashion similar to the experimental results of Figure 2D in Sjöström et al., [@B58]. As the membrane voltage rises before an AP, the LTP-depolarization dependence should result in a pseudo-exponential time-plasticity relation for the LTP half. The LTD side of the STDP window is assumed as a single weight scaling if the post-pre interaction happens within the LTD time window. The reproduction of triplets (3) should be about as well as conventional STDP. However, the contribution of the interaction rule contained in Model 3 is not clear, since this modification causes an exception for pre-post-pre interactions, whereas the crucial case (where triplets differ from what would be expected based on an STDP rule) is in the post-pre-post interaction case. Frequency-dependent STDP (2) (Figure 8A in Sjöström et al., [@B58]) and correlated rate (7) (Figure 8D in Sjöström et al., [@B58]) have been shown to be compatible with the model. Since other BCM characteristics are reproduced well, the model should be able to reproduce standard rate (6) (Due to the depolarization dependence, this experiment may even be reproduced for the postsynaptic non-spiking sub-threshold assumption). Quadruplet (4) plasticity should be compatible, since the plasticity this model aims to describe is similar to the one reported in Wang et al. ([@B68]). With regard to bursts (5), the LTP behavior of the pre-before-post case should be replicated, but post-before-pre will probably also result in LTP due to its high overall frequency, whereas the original data of Froemke et al. ([@B24]) indicates LTD behavior. Some of that difference is probably due to the differing cortical areas of the preparations (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), i.e., this could be remedied by a different parameter set.

Fusi et al. ([@B25])
--------------------

This model is motivated by computational considerations. It tries to balance weight change due to learning with the conflicting requirement of protecting learned weights. The synapse itself can only assume two distinct states, potentiated or depressed, but the transition probability can be finely tuned, which lets strong/persistent stimuli (e.g., repeated spike correlations) effect a rapid change of the synapse state, whereas random fluctuations are suppressed. A trace is started at each presynaptic spike, with the sign of the trace dependent on the thresholded postsynaptic membrane potential during the spike. For, e.g., a potentiated synapse and a membrane potential below the threshold (which should cause an increased probability for LTD), the trace draws the synapse state away from potentiation, constituting a learning process. At the same time, a weight-preserving leakage draws the synapse back to its original value. Only if several of the learning traces occur in close temporal proximity will the synapse cross over the weight-preserving threshold into the opposite state. In the form of "stop learning," a metaplastic homeostasis mechanism is also contained in the model. A postsynaptic long-term pulse average is computed, and a synapse is only potentiated if this average is sufficiently low, while it is depressed only if this activity average is high. In Brader et al. ([@B14]), an investigation regarding experimental compatibility is carried out for the model, where the weight is expressed in terms of the probability of a transition from potentiated to depressed synapse (LTD probability) and vice versa (LTP probability). STDP (1) is shown (Figure 8D in Brader et al., [@B14]), but seems to require a higher pairing frequency (12 Hz) than in experimental protocols. Frequency-dependent STDP (2) is also shown (Figures 8A,B in Brader et al., [@B14]). However, due to the stop learning, LTP diminishes to zero for high frequencies. Triplets (3) and quadruplets (4) require postsynaptic adaptation, which is not part of the model. The triplet behavior in the first three quadrants should be equivalent to STDP models, while for the post-pre-post quadrant, the rule of Fusi et al. ([@B25]) only "sees" the first post-pre pairing, so that there is only the LTD half of a conventional STDP curve extending along the *t*~1~ axis (cf. Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), while *t*~2~ has no influence. Bursts (6) require presynaptic adaption, which is also not contained in the model. For the post-pre-burst case, every pre pulse would sample the low post potential after the spike, resulting in an LTD curve similar to conventional STDP. For the pre-burst-post case, the pre pulses would sample an increasing membrane potential, resulting in progressively higher LTP, also similar to STDP (see Figure [14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}A). Standard rate (6) (Figure 5 in Fusi et al., [@B25]) and correlated rate (7) should be compatible, since this rule seems rate- rather than spike-dependent in a BCM context (compare Figures 5 in Brader et al., [@B14]). With regard to voltage control (8), the general behavior of the rule is compatible, a voltage threshold is applied separating LTD and LTP, but the second threshold is missing.
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